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In front of you is the first Integrated Annual Report of 
Bulgarian Telecommunications Company EAD („VIVACOM”, 
“Company”). The main aim of the report is to initiate high 
level of transparency on our strategy to create value in the 
short, medium and long term for our key stakeholders. 

After a series of sustainability reports, a decision was taken 
to transit from a more impact-oriented reporting to one that 
shows how the business model of the Company transforms 
available capitals such as infrastructure, natural and human 
resources and creates value for our key stakeholders. The 
report content elaborates on the influence of the external 
environment on the Company strategy, governance, 
performance and future outlook. 

The basis of preparation for this report includes a transparent 
and participatory approach to define the value creation process, 
taking into account the material topics that could affect the 
Company’s ability to create value, strategic objectives and 
stakeholder decision-making. Matters significant to the 
stakeholders are determined through consultations and 
consideration of the interests and needs raised by them. 
The content of this report is further guided by the latest 
amendments of national legislation (Accountancy Act, 2016). 

The Integrated Annual Report provides objective data about 
the progress and achievements of VIVACOM for 2016 on 
individual and consolidated bases. The quantitative data 
reflect the economic, technical, social and environmental 
performance in period between January 1, 2016 – December 
31, 2016, unless stated otherwise (G4-17). This report 
presents our performance against sustainability goals and 
priorities as stated in our 2015 Sustainability report, our 
strategy, taking into account the operating environment, 
use of capitals, challenges and uncertainties along the 

way, and the measures put in place to mitigate those. 
All reported data has been duly reviewed, analysed, and 
consolidated, and fully corresponds with our official reports. 
This report includes only condensed annual financial 
statements. More detailed information can be found in the 
consolidated financial report, published on our website. 

This report has been prepared in line with the reporting 
framework published by the International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC), the Core ‘in accordance’ option of 
the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines – G4 as well as 
other relevant guidelines published on this topic. 

The Managing Board has actively and collectively 
participated in the preparation of this report to ensure 
the integrity of information and its alignment with the 
International <IR> Framework.

Our first Integrated Annual Report was prepared in 
partnership with densktatt – a Bulgarian consultancy 
specialized in the subject matter. The report has also 
successfully passed the Materiality Disclosure Service of GRI. 
It has not been subject to a third-party verification.

For more information on this Report, please contact:  
 
Simona Tcharaktchieva 
Senior Corporate Communications Adviser 
Tel: +359 2 949 6559 
E-mail: sustainability@vivacom.bg 
 
Bogdan Bogdanov 
Investor Relations Director 
Tel.: +359 2 949 4331 
Е-mail: ir@vivacom.bg

About this Report 

PUBLICATION MAIN TARGET FOCUS AREAS

Integrated report 2016 Investors, shareholders, business 
partners, suppliers, authorities

Value creation, business model & capital 
transformation, long-term strategy, goals & vision, 
operational performance and excellence

Sustainability reports 
2014 and 2015

Customers, employees, suppliers, 
business partners, NGOs, media

Sustainability matters to key stakeholders, 
Company policy, programs and performance against 
sustainability targets

Financial reports, 
presentations and KPIs

Investors, shareholders, analysts, 
authorities

Financial statements, overview of the activities of the 
Company, financial condition and results of operation, 
main risks
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Statement of the CEO

Dear reader,

In front of you is VIVACOM’s first Integrated Annual Report. 
After series of two Sustainability Reports, we have decided 
to evolve into more cohesive and efficient approach to 
corporate reporting, thus becoming the first Bulgarian 
company publishing Integrated Annual Report, including 
detailed performance overview, value creation approach 
and long-term strategic commitments. In this report we 
are proud to share with all stakeholders our successes, 
achievements and difficulties faced during 2016, as well as 
to disclose our plans for future growth not only in 2017 but 
in the farther reaching perspective.

If we have to describe the past year in one word, that word 
would be “dynamic”. 2016 was a period of change not only 
for our organization but for the entire sector. In late August, 
our Company changed its shareholders and this helped us 
remain stable in a highly competitive market and retain the 
trust of our customers. And our results have proven that – 
for a fourth consecutive year we have remained the number 
one telecom in Bulgaria in terms of revenues.

For us 2016 was marked with the sign of “SPEED”. The 
development of the broadband – both mobile and fixed – was 
a key focal point for operators and consumers, and the leading 
role was given to the 4G service. We have put a lot of effort 
and attention to building our LTE infrastructure and have 
managed to replace 70% of the mobile network’s components 
without any negative impacts on the services provided to our 
customers. As a result, in spite of being the last to launch 4G 
– in May – by the end of the year we had a record coverage of 
86.75% of the population, or 650 settlements throughout the 
country, and built faster than anybody else.

We were also the first operator to incorporate the new 
service in all tariff plans and not only in those of the 
highest price segment. In addition, for every customers 
who switched their SIM cards with a compatible 4G one, we 
provided for free 4000 MB mobile broadband at maximum 
speed so that they could personally experience the benefits 
of the network.

Atanas Dobrev:
We are on the way to become a digital telecom 
of new generation 

We raised fixed broadband services to a whole new 
level with the expansion of the coverage, capacity and 
capabilities of the optical network which is why we can 
now offer real speeds up to 900 Mbps. Around 1.1 million 
households, in 21 cities across the country, are now able to 
take advantage of them and our plans include an expansion 
to another 10 new cities. We believe that optical networks 
are the future for domestic services and the results we are 
proud to report serve as ample proof of this understanding. 
Throughout the year we were the operator with the highest 
growth in broadband access to Internet and in providing TV 
content. And by end of the year, we were able to achieve 
one of our major goals – to reclaim the leading position as 
largest fixed broadband operator.

VIVACOM has invested considerable resources in improving 
security and stability of our networks. With a combination of 
measures we have improved the energy independence of 
key elements of our network and because of this 2016 went 
into history without any major crises. Our customers have 
relied on quality services and the opportunity for continuous 
communication even during severe weather conditions or 
during the holidays which, traditionally, are the busiest 
times for the providers of communication services.

Our ability to achieve these results is due to the high level 
of professionalism of the technical teams working for the 
Company, to the dedicated work of the employees in all 
departments and the good cooperation with our external 
partners. These joint efforts were also supported by the 
people involved in NURTS which, in 2016, became a fully-
integrated part of VIVACOM’s team and for the first time in 
their history the two companies are operating in a highly 
efficient union.

Technological developments in the telecommunication 
industry goes hand in hand with the changes in consumer 
behavior, namely the trend toward web-based services 
or mobile applications (i.e., self service), via direct access 
to the services offered by the operator and without the 

need for manual processing. Modern people are looking for 
opportunities to ease their daily lives to the maximum and 
mobile technologies and high-speed fixed infrastructure 
are the key elements in this tendency. From paying bills to 
organizing family holidays, now everything can be done 
on the move, without limitations by time or place. And the 
telecom services are no exception: the ability to choose 
quickly and easily from the various plans,  to activate or 
cancel services and order the content of your choice, are 
only a fraction of the needs of customers which we are set 
to satisfy.

We are on the way to become a digital telecom of new 
generation and this aim is aligned with our long-term goals 
and strategy for development. We believe that we are on 
the right track and we are ready to provide our customers 
with the technological solutions which will take us all into 
the era of connected devices and the Internet of things.

Atanas Dobrev,
Chief Executive Officer of VIVACOM
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1. Our Company

Modern consumers are connected to the telecommunication 
technologies to an extent much greater than they 
might suspect. For them the exchange of information, 
communications, online shopping and booking or using 
online services without being restricted by time and 
distances has become the norm. Today’s telecoms are able 
to provide convenient and easy access to all of this easy, 
fast and conveniently.

Operating on one of the most dynamically developing 
markets, the companies from this sector are up against 
numerous challenges. They must be able to offer more 
and more high quality products under transparent, fair 
and flexible terms and good service. Customers demand 
telecommunications services from the newest generation: 
better connectivity and coverage, a wider fiber optic 
network, a rich and constantly updated product range, 
affordable prices, and special programs for loyal clients. 
In recent years a trend is observed towards an increased 
interest in electronic communication service packages 
which allow subscribers to get a larger number of services 
under more favorable conditions.

At the same time, people expect of their mobile operator 
to provide them with the opportunity to enjoy a number of 

additional services in the field of e-commerce, distribution 
of opinion and views, electronic voting, access to content, 
etc.

All of this is a serious responsibility for the 
telecommunications companies. They have to accept the 
role of a lynchpin for carrying out a number of activities, 
most of which are an integral part of the day-to-day life of 
each and every citizen, and which exert a direct impact on 
the quality of life.

In reality, we are now not speaking only of one of the 
markets with the greatest number of customers. The 
telecom market is with the greatest number of consumers 
of everyday services for all those activities that modern 
man performs in different aspects – from the use of 
traditional telecommunication services, enabling people 
to communicate anytime and anywhere, to accessing 
information on the Internet, receiving and sending data, 
as well as storing archives in cloud spaces and accessing 
all modern forms of market relations: ordering goods and 
services from e-stores and becoming a part of the newest 
social phenomenon, called “shared economy”, which makes 
something very important for our modern society possible, 
namely facilitating the most advantageous usage of one’s 
assets in order to economize on the available resources.

These social needs should be satisfied but in the conditions 
of protected consumer rights. On the one hand, this 
depends on the way the companies understand accuracy 
and loyalty to their customers and how they turn this into 
underlying component in their corporate policy. On the 
other hand, there are the institutions with their functions 
to participate in the setup of the necessary conditions for 
fair contractual terms, clear marketing messages and for 
providing consumers with the ability to derive maximum 
benefit in terms of choice, price and quality of the provided 
electronic communication services. On this stage an ever 
more central role is given to the increased awareness of 
citizens of their rights and their efforts to actively protect 
these rights.

My expectations are that as a result of the interaction 
between these processes within the telecommunications 
sphere we will be seeing a process of adoption of a 
growing number of good practices, based on which the 
companies will build upon the requirements of the law. Let 
this be a new form of social responsibility undertaken by 
the modern day corporations – a corporate responsibility to 
the customers who are the ultimate users of the services 
they have to offer.

Consumers expect transparent and fair terms, 
high quality services and possibilities to access 
variety of additional services

Dimitar Margaritov,
Chairman of the Commission for  

Consumer Protection
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OUR COMPANYVIVACOM

Being on the step of the new technological revolution that 
will completely change people’s daily lives – the advent of 
the Internet of Things (IoT), the function of each operator 
goes far beyond the boundary of pure provider of tele-
com services. Not far is the point at which customers will 
manage their homes, cars, finance, education and personal 
health through mobile and internet connection. So they 
will need a trusted and reliable partner to provide these 
services.

Bulgarian Telecommunications Company EAD, which oper-
ates on the Bulgarian market with brand name VIVACOM, is 
a reliable supplier of 4,9 million services to both private and 
corporate clients throughout the country. Customers rely on 
our experience, knowledge and abilities to provide them 
with the most advanced technological solutions. Historically 
BTC is an institution established 
before the Parliament and 
the Ministry of Interior in 
the Third Bulgarian State. 
And nowadays VIVACOM is 
the brand synonymous with 
innovation and vision. We 
are ready to be the digital 
telecom, which will introduce 
customers to the new world 

of connected devices, smart cities and communication 
without borders.

Despite the intensive competition, the Company maintains 
its leading position on the market while the experience 
and customers trust provide us with the best foundation 
for growth and development in future. In 2016 we were the 
largest telecom in total revenue for a fourth consecutive 
year. This sustainable positive trend is implied by our 
strategic vision that customer needs and experience are in 
the center of our activities. Foreseeing the need for ever 
greater capacity, efficiency, more content and added value 
to our services.

1.1. Who We Are

250 shops

147 
alternative 
points of service

6 130 
employees

4.9
million telecom services

BGN 875
million total revenue

 
Market: 

Bulgaria

2016

We achieved

Starting a 4G mobile network, by which we built the 
biggest and fastest coverage among other telecoms on 
the market – for just seven months we covered 86.75% 
of the population or more than 650 settlements across 
the country

900
Mbps

Reaching broadband speeds up to 900 Mbps 
in the optical network

TV
Expanding the TV platform, so it can offer customers 
over 200 TV channels, more than 50 of which with 
crystal HD quality

vivacom
arena

Providing over 500 hours of diverse film and music con-
tent in our own 24-hour channel VIVACOM ARENA

TV GO
Significantly improving and expanding opportunities for 
watching mobile TV via the multiscreen application TV GO – up 
to 45 TV channels available to customers through a mobile 
device

128 GB

Providing to our customers free cloud space of 128 GB for 
storage of information, included in the most popular plans 

for mobile services

130

Realization of over 130 promotional offers, 2 brand new mobile tariff 
lines for residential customers, 5 new prepaid packages and 6 new 
high-speed fixed broadband packages 

Portfolio of 134 mobile devices (phones and tablets), of 
which 87 were a debut in 2016

 BGN 211.6 million capital 
investments in 2016

VIVACOM Headquarters address: 115 I, Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd., 1874 Sofia
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OUR COMPANY

Our mission is to provide high quality telecom services to our clients and the best 
customer service on the market. Our focus is the customer!

Our vision is to be the preferred telecom service provider in Bulgaria. We achieve high 
results today and make the right decisions for the future. 

It is now the third year in a row in which we have chosen to present the Company’s 
activities to all stakeholders in the context of our corporate values. The following six 
key concepts have established themselves as leading principles in VIVACOM’s opera-
tions and the major leitmotif in each function of the structure of our organization. We 
believe that sustainable development can be achieved when during the course of our 
regular business operations we are proving to be:

1.2. Our Mission, Vision and Values 

Effective 

Inspiring 

Innovative

Honest

Dynamic

Responsible

Mission

Vision

Values

In 2016, the Company went through a change 
of shareholders. On 30 August 2016 Viva Telecom 
(Luxembourg) S.A. acquired 100% stake in the 
company InterV Investment S.à.r.l., Luxembourg 
(InterV), which is an indirect owner of VIVACOM. The 
deal is the result of auction held on November 20, 
2015 in London which Viva Telecom won with an offer 
of EUR 330 million for the acquisition of InterV.

Following approval of the Commision for Protection of 
Competition, the company Viva Edge Telecom Limited, 
which is ultimately owned by Mr. Spas Roussev, 
became the largest shareholder in VIVACOM with a 
share of 46%. Other minority investors are comprised 
of entities affiliated with JSC VTB Bank, Delta Capital 
Investments OOD (ultimately controlled by Messrs. 
Milen Velchev, George Velchev and Krassimir Katev), 
Mr. Michael Tennenbaum and companies managed by 
Mezzanine Management Central Europe II Limited. 

1.3. Our Organizational Structure 
Mr. Spas Roussev

46

20

19

15

JSC VTB Bank

Delta Capital Investments OOD

Other minority shareholders

Viva Telecom (Luxembourg) S.A.

InterV Investment S.à.r.I.

Viva Telecom Bulgaria EOOD

Bulgarian Telecommunications 
Company EAD (VIVACOM)

NURTS Bulgaria EAD

NURTS Digital EAD

BTC Net EOOD

100%

100%

100%

Luxembourg entity Bulgarian entity

100%

100%

100%

%
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We operate as the only fully integrated telecommunications 
operator with an extensive network in Bulgaria, offering 
mobile, fixed telephony, fixed broadband and pay-TV services 
to residential and business customers. We offer also data 
network services, data center storage and recovery as well as 
various network-related ICT solutions. 

With our products and services, we connect people, 
companies and organizations. This requires a high-quality 
fixed and mobile infrastructure that is reliable, stable and 
energy efficient. That is why we invest every year to renew, 
improve and maintain our networks, infrastructure and 
premises.

1.4. Our Telecom Operations Corporate Organizational Structure  
December 2016

OUR COMPANY

900
Mbps TV

Other network related 
ICT solutions

Mobile services

Colocation, storage & 
recovery

Fixed voice Fixed broadband  
(Fiber-optic & ADSL)

Pay-TV  
(IPTV & DTH)

Satellite 
services

Radio & TV 
broadcasting

Network premises

We are operating an integrated 
mobile and fixed-line network 
infrastructure providing high 
capacity transmission capabilities 
and extensive coverage 
throughout Bulgaria. Our mobile 
network is based on GSM/
GPRS/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA+/
LTE technologies, while our fixed 
network consists of copper and 
fiber cables. 

office

households

street cabinet

data storage

service platforms

fixed network

mobile network

2G/3G/4G

core network

antenna

upgraded copper to  
home and business

fiber to home and 
business

DTH
IPTV
Voice
FTTx

MAN, VPN, Voice, 
Professional internet 
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 Managing Board

Chief Executive 
Officer

Chief Audit 
Executive

Chief Regulatory 
Adviser

Managing 
Board 

Member
Chief 

Technical
Officer

CTO Structures

IT Director

Technical Director
Network 

Architecture, 
Planning and 

Implementation

Network Operations 
and Maintenance

Director

Managing 
Board 

Member
Chief Legal 

Officer

Managing 
Board 

Member
Chief 

Marketing 
Officer

Managing 
Board 

Member
Chief Sales 

Director

Managing 
Board 

Member
Chief Financial 

Officer

Corporate Law and 
Property Senior 
Legal Adviser

Marketing
Director

Contracts and 
Clients

Senior Legal 
Adviser

Digital & 
Commercial 
Marketing

Senior Manager

Regulatory Policy
Manager

Customer Service
Director

Services and 
Competition

Manager

Processes & 
Projects Senior 

Manager

Construction Control 
and Specialized 

ECN archives
Manager

Corporate 
Communications

Director

Products and 
Services
Director

Corporate Sales
Director

Residential Sales
Director

Wholesales
Senior Manager

Dealers
Senior Manager

Broadcasting 
services

Senior Manager

Planning, reporting
 & analysis

Senior Manager

Accounting
Director

Revenue Assurance
Director

Controlling
Senior Manager

Treasury
Senior Manager

Financial Reporting
Senior Manager

Investor Relations
Director

Procurement
Director

Security
Director

Human Resources
Director

Corporate 
Information
Protection

Director
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OUR COMPANY

VIVACOM and its subsidiaries are the leading provider of 
radio and television broadcasting, signal transmission 
services (both terrestrial and satellite) and colocation 
services in Bulgaria, operating a network of nearly 700 
strategically located radio and television stations throughout 
the country. VIVACOM owns and operates one of the biggest 
and most modern facility for satellite communications in 
the region – Plana teleport, which features more than 40 
transmit and receive antennas able to deliver transmission 
and connectivity via popular orbital positions in Europe, 
Africa, Middle East and Asia. 

- Radio broadcasting - our national radio broadcasting 
network encompasses nearly 100 sites for FM 
broadcasting. Sites have been specifically chosen for 
the purpose of maximum coverage

- TV broadcasting - we are operating one national 
digital TV broadcasting network with 96.2% coverage 
of the population and one regional network covering 
Sofia city. Both networks broadcast MPEG-4 encoded 
Free-To-Air channels

- Satellite services - through our teleport we provide 
satellite uplink/downlink with visible arc 40W to 90E, 
covering more than 30 international destinations. The 
teleport is situated in especially selected area outside 
city limits with minimum rainy days through the year 
year and protection against interferences

- Microwave radio relay - we operate state-of-art 
microwave IP-based network which connects our 
main broadcasting sites in the country. The microwave 
network is monitored and controlled 24/7 by National 
Operating Center

- Collocation - with our strategically located sites we 
are able to provide best locations for broadcasting and 
signal transmission. We provide space for installation 
of equipment both in building and on tower masts. 
Depending on the type of the site, we support full 
maintenance, redundant power supply and security.

The services of VIVACOM are delivered via platforms with 
dedicated software for that specific service. Our nationwide 
core network connects the access networks and service 
platforms to serve our customers. Security and privacy 

functionality is integrated in all parts of our network in 
order to keep information safe and protect the privacy of 
our customers.

1.5.  Our Broadcasting and Satellite 
Operations

Service Platforms

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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Africa

Middle East

Europe

Plana teleport
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OUR COMPANY

1.6. Material Topics and Stakeholders Figure 1 VIVACOM Material Matrix

Material for the Company

M
at
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ia
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St
ak
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Telecom waste 
generation Energy 

consumption
Digitalization

Profitability and 
efficiency

Infrastructure 
Management

Transparent 
and efficient 

relations - space

Ethical 
competition

Compliance with 
legislation

Employe
engagement and 

satisfactionInovative 
products and 

services

Information 
security

Economic impact on 
local communiction

Customer service and  
quality products

Cooperation with 
other operators

Creating 
jobs

Safety and child 
protection

Public health, 
safe services and 

products

Campaigns and 
donation programs

[G4-19]

Our integrated report addresses the ability of the organi-
sation to create value for the stakeholders in the context 
of the operating environment. We continue to see rapid 
technological transformations and innovative business 
solutions that support the telecom industry in its constant 
progress. This change is enabled by the continuos interac-
tion with our customers, whose requirements and interests 
are ever growing, suppliers who give us insights into the 
newest product developments, and partners with whom 
we engage in meaningful business activities. Our business 

success depends on our ability to adapt and respond to 
risks and opportunities of matter to our key stakeholders.

Material topics are those of high importance to both stake-
holders and the Company – are perceived as the areas 
where the most value could be created and destroyed if 
risks are not managed properly. Identifying the material 
topics is the first step in developing a better understand-
ing of the value creation process in the Company.

As the value creation is developed through relationships 
with others, here we present our approach to 
stakeholder engagement and material assessment. 

(G4-18) In creating this report, we are guided by G4 
principles and the <IR> framework for materiality, 
stakeholder inclusiveness and relationship, 
completeness and context, as well as G4-suggested 
material topics for the telecom industry. This approach 
allows us to be complete and concise in prioritizing 
those topics that are of most importance for both us 
and our stakeholders.

(G4-18) In 2016, we performed our material assessment 
considering significant changes in the business 
(acquisitionof NURTS) and the operating environment for 
the reporting period. As part of the reporting process, a 
workshop with Company representatives from different 
departments was held, as well as a series of interviews 
with Company directors. Overall, most of the material 

topics described in the 2015 Sustainability report 
remain relevant, although the level of importance to 
stakeholders or impact on our business have changed. 
Some new issues, such as innovative products and 
services, information security, digitalisation have been 
raised. No other significant changes in the scope and 
aspect boundaries have been introduced (G4-23). 

The Company top management, including 
representatives of the Managing Board, validated 
the assessed and prioritised topics identified through 
the stakeholder engagement process. Each material 
aspect is presented in an updated material matrix 
(Figure 1) and a table according to the G4 principles 
and the <IR> principles. Based on the priority, there are 
three fields of importance where topics are mapped 
on the material matrix. Business units are informed 
about the new matrix configuration and asked to take 
the necessary steps towards data collection, topic 
management, reporting and goals setting.  

 Defining Material Topics and Stakeholder Engagement
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OUR COMPANY

The materiality assessment helps us to focus on those 
topics where most value could be both created and 
destroyed. The connections between our stakeholders, 
material topics and the value we create are mapped in 
the following connectivity matrix. Each material aspect 
is assessed considering where the impact occurs and the 
involvement of the Company and thus setting its boundary. 
The impacts could be more internal to the Company or 

external - related to organisations along the value chain. 
We depict the associated risks with value destruction and 
our management approach to tackle those. Connecting the 
different elements supports our integrated thinking and 
provides us with a dynamic framework used in our strategic 
planning. The next sections of this report elaborate in detail 
on each element of the connectivity matrix. 

Material aspect and  
boundary (B)

Primary 
relevance 
of material 
aspects to

Impact & value proposition to  
stakeholders Risks to diminish value VIVACOM management approach

Customer service and quality 
products
Access to rich portfolio of telecom services 
and products; good customer service in 
call centres and stores. Efficient business 
processes. 
B: external

Customers

Well-connected customers everywhere and at every 
moment. 
Tailor-made services and products for customers. 
High-quality service on time.
Unique customer experience. 

Over-regulation that limits the offering to customers. 
Service failure due to technical issues or extreme 
events (heavy snow and power cuts), delays with 
suppliers, infrastructure thefts. 
Unqualified employees for the respective positions. 

We invest in network modernisation and maintain innovative 
systems for network and data management. We secure our 
network. 
We adhere to the legal requirements and ensure transparency and 
adequate information when offering our services.
We maintain regular communication with our customers and 
suppliers.
We work closely with regulatory bodies.

Employee engagement and 
satisfaction
Equal opportunities for all employees, 
retention and development, health and 
safety at work, well-being.
B: internal

Employees

A broad range of opportunities for career 
development. 
Safe and pleasant working environment, team support 
and positive relationships are favourable for good 
health and stress management. 
Flexible working time allows for improved work-life 
balance. 
Fair payment and equal opportunities for growth. 

Tough competition offering better conditions. 
Development of existing and emergence of new 
industries with a high potential to attract talents. 

We surpass legal requirements and behave in compliance with 
international standards for health and safety management.
We provide various career development programs and specialized 
trainings. 
We regularly evaluate the performance of our employees to 
encourage their development with adequate rewards and address 
issues in the working process on time.
We invest in digitalisation to facilitate system processes. 
We support not only our team but also the families of our employees.

Profitability and efficiency
Financial stability, return of investment, 
efficiency of business processes and risks 
management. 
B: internal

Investors and 
shareholders

To secure sufficient financial capital to drive 
investments and entrepreneurial activities.
Dividend payments.
Improved business competitiveness.  

Insufficient (potential) employees with the right set 
of qualifications, skills, attitude to the job. 
Demographic change reflected in an aging 
population and low birth rates.
Theft of infrastructure.
Over-regulation and bureaucracy.
Strong competition. 

We invest in employee motivation by valuing individual 
contributions, asking for their feedback, providing mentoring and 
training programs, recognising efforts.
We implement functional controlling and project monitoring. 
We offer services that differentiate us from the competition (e.g. 
Integrated IT systems).
We regularly upgrade our business management systems. 
We work closely with regulatory bodies.

Table 1  VIVACOM Connectivity matrix
[G4-19, G4-20, G4-21]
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Material aspect and  
boundary (B)

Primary 
relevance 
of material 
aspects to

Impact & value proposition to  
stakeholders Risks to diminish value VIVACOM management approach

Innovative products and services
Cloud-based, tailor made, converged 
services, wireless Internet access at a higher 
speed, IPTV, Internet of things, etc.
B: internal & external 

Society

Provide new ways to connect faster, share and discover.
Better health, fast recovery from injuries, easier access 
to health practitioners and information with the use of 
mobile technologies. Distant control of home appliances 
and more efficient resource use that result in improved 
comfort and lower utility costs. 
Flexible opportunities to learn and entertain with 
customised home solutions (IPTV). 

Low product and service demand. 
Products of low quality and safety.
Information security breach.

We track systematically and adopt innovative technologies when 
the market is ready to accommodate. 
We develop partnerships with high-tech companies. 
We make well-informed decisions based on market research. 

Digitalization
Self-service opportunities.
B: internal

Customers Enable and empower the customers to be their own 
problem solvers. 

High functional information requirements.
High educational demands on customers.
Information security breach.

We upgrade, improve and automate our systems and processes to 
allow for expansion of self-service for our customers.
We educate our customers through informational campaigns.

Infrastructure Management
Modernisation of the network, prevent loss 
of infrastructure.
B: internal

Shareholders High quality service to customers at optimal costs.

Extreme natural events that could damage the 
infrastructure. 
Low quality service of suppliers. 
Infrastructure thefts.

We have undertaken a replacement of the old (copper based 
network) with a fibre optic one. 
We upgrade our network constantly to ensure that customer needs 
are met. 

Compliance with legislation
Regulatory requirements, customers’ rights
B: internal and external

Society and 
institutions

Tax payments.
Respect of customers’ health and rights.

Extreme changes in the regulatory context and 
requirements.

We regularly get ourselves informed about recent legislative 
changes.
We regularly pass audits and inspections by third parties.

Transparent and efficient 
relations with suppliers
Criteria for supplier selection, Tender 
procedures
B: external

Suppliers
Trust and transparent relations. 
New business opportunities and know-how transfer.
Good reputation and endorsement. 

Unethical supplier practices.
Unclear contractual agreements.
Breach of contracts. 
Delays in payment.

We have put in place and follow a procurement policy 
We maintain productive relations with suppliers establishing good 
attitude and fair payment on time 

Information security
Processes, tools to prevent, detect, 
document and counter threats to digital and 
non-digital information such as personal 
data. 
B: external

Customers Personal data and information is kept private. 

Information loss due to improper internal to the 
Company or suppliers’ practices.
Technical difficulties that could cause information 
loss.

We protect customer data following clear rules and legislation.
Implemented and certified information management system.

Economic impact on local 
communities
Indirect job creation, opportunities for better 
education, access to cultural events 
B: external

Society

People in small settlements profit of good 
employment options, opportunities to work in a 
modern business or develop one of their own, career 
growth chances and improved standards of living. 

Demographic change reflected in an aging 
population and low birth rates.
Limited opportunities to acquire the required skills 
for a career in the telecom industry.

We have a Regional Grant to finance projects that aims to support 
local development. 
Through the expansion of our business and the provision of 
services in remote areas, we work with more suppliers and provide 
employment in areas where it is difficult to find a job. 

Ethical competition
Anti-corruption, Combat grey economy 
practices, Ethical business 
B: internal and external

Competitors
Customers

Fair market rules
Unethical practices. 
Creation of context that stimulates unethical 
behaviour 

We adhere to the principles of our Code of ethics.

Table 1  VIVACOM Connectivity matrix
[G4-19, G4-20, G4-21]
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Material aspect and  
boundary (B)

Primary 
relevance 
of material 
aspects to

Impact & value proposition to  
stakeholders Risks to diminish value VIVACOM management approach

Safety and child protection
Management of the products offered to 
families, in terms of potential risks these 
products may entail to children.
B: external

Customers
Safe content for children.
Parents feel at ease that their children are protected. 

Fast technological development. 
Delayed reaction regarding potential risks in services 
and products.

We invest in understanding parent concerns about product risks to 
children.
We inform parents on child safety related issues and practices.
We are a co-founder of the SafeNet centre where together with 
associations, foundations, business representatives participate 
actively in focus groups to tackle existing and emerging issues. 

Energy consumption 
Lower energy consumption Energy efficiency
B: internal and external Investors and 

shareholders, 
society, NGOs

Support the functioning of ecosystem services that 
provide food, shelter, clean air, water, etc. that society 
relies on. The healthy environment has a positive 
effect on human health. 
Optimised costs for resource use
Improved Company reputation and attraction of 
customers, investments. 

Use of old and energy demanding technologies. 
Lack of interest and concrete measures to improve 
energy management of the Company.
Insufficient capital investments

Introduced and certified Еnvironmental Мanagement System.
We introduce energy-saving technologies in our network.
We offer products and services that lead to energy savings for our 
customers.
We ensure financial stability and cash flows into infrastructure 
modernisation.

Cooperation with other operators
Sharing Network
B: internal and external

Associations
Good partnership relations.
Business opportunities. 

Unfair relations. 
Lack of transparency and open dialogue.

We develop common projects (e.g. network expansion) with 
competitors. 
Memberships in organizations representing the interests of the 
industry (ETNO, BACCO).

Public health, safe services and products
Electromagnetic emissions, Safety certified 
products
B: external

Customers and 
society

Good health of citizens.
Well-informed customers and citizens.

Regulatory non-compliance.
Products and services with low health and safety 
characteristics. 

We optimize the management of impact of our activities and inform 
society about the effects of EMR. 
We adhere to European legal requirements for product safety (CE).
We audit the products and services of suppliers. 

Creating jobs
Providing job opportunities, especially for 
young people
B: internal and external

Society and 
institutions

Tax payments.
Low unemployment rates.
Work from a distance. 
Basic income needs are met.

Business consolidation and automatization that will 
lead to loss of job positions. 
Aggravation of the administrative and social security 
burdens.
Demographic change reflected in an aging 
population and low birth rates.
Unqualified employees for the respective positions. 

Expand our business operations.
We provide trainings and internships.

Campaigns and donation 
programs
Sponsorship of campaigns, Donations
B: external

Society and 
employees

Meeting the basic human needs of education, culture, 
sport, good health.

Financial instability and decrease of budgets. 
Change in priorities.
Use of donations for improper purposes.

We have identified key areas of impact of our business such as 
education and culture and we contribute to them via a special 
VIVACOM fund, including VIVA people, VIVACOM Cares, etc.
We participate in social initiatives aimed at helping people affected 
by natural disasters.
Our employees volunteer in various social causes.

Telecom waste generation
Hazardous and non-hazardous waste from 
telecom equipment, office work. 
B: internal and external

Society and NGOs
Waste free environment and good health. 
Protect the health of potential waste pickers in the 
developing world. 

Regulatory non-compliance. 
Inadequate regulatory control. 
Partnering with recycling organisations without a 
permit. 

Introduced and certified system for environmental management.
We follow strict rules for partnering. 

OUR COMPANY

Table 1  VIVACOM Connectivity matrix
[G4-19, G4-20, G4-21]
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Stakeholder 
group 
G4-24

Customers Employees Investors

Expectations

 G4-27

Our customers expect safe, re-
liable and quality services at 
reasonable price. This includes 
delivery of the same service 
regardless of location, meteo-
rological conditions, network 
load, child safety. There is a 
rising interest in IPTV. Clear con-
tractual agreements and offer 
propositions, timely and com-
plete response to questions 
and complaints, excellent per-
sonal data management is an-
other area of high expectations.  

Employees are satisfied with 
their job when provided with 
ample career opportunities, 
treated fairly and with respect 
and good attitude at all levels. 
Relationships built on trust and 
recognition are valued by our 
team. Employees also expect 
internal information about the 
Company development and 
strategic focus.

Fair compensation, welfare at 
work, corporate benefits are 
other areas of priority. 

Investors, analysts, traders and 
shareholders consider material reg-
ular and transparent information 
regarding financial performance, 
strategy, vision, long-term objec-
tives and corporate governance. 
The scope of interest also includes 
our approach to value creation with 
respect to strategic investments 
and product innovation, efficient 
processes, customer relationship 
management and employee devel-
opment. 

They require that the management 
maintain a good corporate image by 
following both the the rules of legis-
lation and ethical competition.

Engagement 
approach & 
frequency 

G4-26

We engage in a daily dialogue 
with customers in stores, via 
our call centres, mails, social 
media. We apply instruments 
such as NPS regularly to assess 
the customer satisfaction rate. 

We consult with our employees 
daily via internal and manage-
ment meetings, trainings, per-
formance appraisals, employ-
ee engagement surveys.  

We engage with the investor com-
munity participating in conferences

We consult shareholders regularly 
via meetings. 

Table 2.  Stakeholder Еngagement 

Stakeholder 
group 
G4-24

Customers Employees Investors

Our response  

G4-27

We continuously upgrade and 
invest in our network. 

We have enhanced out IPTV 
menu to provide more chan-
nels. 

Continuous business process 
improvement is implemented 
via the adoption of ITIL-based 
service management systems.  

We improve our Customer Ser-
vice in the Call Centre by apply-
ing SLA.  

Focus groups have been orga-
nized to develop action plans 
based on the results of the 
employee engagement survey. 
We develop specific training 
programs for experts in differ-
ent fields. 

We achieve continuous financial im-
provement by network moderniza-
tion, internal process improvement, 
strategic acquisition, implementa-
tion of an ongoing successful “value 
for money” strategy. 

In our commitment to transparency, 
we provide, annual sustainability re-
ports, annual financial reports, and 
financial statements every quarter..

Stakeholder 
group 
G4-24

Authorities Suppliers Business Partners

Expectations 

G4-27

Regulators expect us to comply 
with regulations and protect 
consumers’ rights.

Suppliers need clear terms of 
participation in tender proce-
dures, optimization of busi-
ness processes and timely 
decision-making related to 
supplies. They also expect 
good attitude, respect of con-
tractual agreements and pay-
ment on time.

Business partners are interested in 
collaboration opportunities.

Engagement 
approach & 
frequency 

G4-26

We keep a regular track of the 
latest changes in legislation 
and consult with our legal advi-
sors on proper implementation. 

We maintain good supplier’ re-
lationships, organising regular 
meetings, negotiation sessions 
to discuss improvement oppor-
tunities regarding our needs 
and the service delivered by 
suppliers. 

We also follow our procure-
ment policy. 

Opportunities for partnership are 
regularly discussed at individual 
meetings.

Our response  
G4-27

We perform internal audits to 
manage risks of incompliance. 

We keep regular contacts with 
the institutions concerned by 
the telecom market. 

We have increased the number 
of electronic auctions by 50 %.

Upgrade of the eProcurement 
project which would allow or-
ders, invoices to be handled 
through the system for selec-
tion of suppliers.  

As of 2017 VIVACOM is the first tele-
com from our region to become a 
member of the executive board of 
ETNO - Europe’s telecommunications 
network operators association.

Value creation takes place within our operating context 
through intensive interactions with our stakeholders. In 
order to improve our business performance, we strive to 
push the boundaries of our responsibility and include in our 
business management and decision making clearly defined 
needs and interests of our key stakeholders. We have revised 
out stakeholder matrix based on each stakeholder group 

influence and interest in our Company (G4-25). Both external 
stakeholders such as customers, suppliers and business 
partners, institutions, investors, and internal stakeholder 
groups such as employees and the management of VIVACOM 
express specific demands on our Company. To get to know 
their expectations and understand them better, we engage in 
various dialogue activities and formats as presented below:
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✓   Yes    ✓  Partially    x  No

Network and Coverage
Expanding the coverage of 4G network to 90% of the population

Launch VDSL connection via the copper-based fixed network

Extending the fiber optic network with 60,000 new households

Modernization of elements of the mobile core network – HLR replacements and geo-redundancy

Modernization of 50 locations in MAN (Metropolitan Access Network) of the Company – transition from Ethernet to MPLS 
in the regions of Plovdiv, Pazardzhik, Pleven, Lovech

Deployment and maintenance management of network and services based on SQI (Service Quality Indicators)

Improving autonomy and redundancy of power supply and connectivity to the network of important for performance of 
the network sites:

-  Investment in mobile generators

-  Investment in equipment to control fuel of diesel generators

-   Installation of a separate power supply systems for transmission facilities in order to increase the autonomy of 
the transmission network

Corporate Processes
E-Procurement project upgrade for the administration of 40% of orders, receiving reports and invoices

Renegotiation of extension of terms of strategic supply contracts

Optimization of the number of strategic suppliers for the Company

Employees
Keeping up the level of employees engagement

Retention of staff turnover below 15%

Strengthening the Company’s employer brand:

 – 10 cooperation agreements with middle and higher educational institutions

 –  Participation in initiatives of “Alliance of Youth” and youth initiatives at national level for employment of young 
people in the country

 –  Hiring of 100 interns in a summer internship program; after the internship 30% of them to be hired on perma-
nent vacant positions in the Company

 – Increase by 30% of participants in the Technical Academy 2017-2018

Customer Experience
Implementation of new channel for communication with customers

Increasing with 15% the number of customers who use the service e-invoice via email

Complete upgrade of the VIVAONLINE customer self-service platform

Energy and Resource Efficiency
Explore the opportunities to integrate additional renewable energy sources  

Maintain the same level of total energy consumption by the mobile and fixed network together, despite growing traffic

Network and Coverage Result

Launching 4G LTE network ✓

Deployment of fixed and mobile network backup solutions ✓

Increasing the time of autonomous power of high priority base stations ✓

Upgrading of IPTV service and channels capacity ✓

Integrating NURTS in the Company’s network ✓

Corporate Processes Result

Minimizing volume of printed documentation ✓

Introduction of 100% electronic approval process of the signed contracts and annexes ✓

Increasing the number of web-based procurement processes to reach 50% of the total annual procurement tenders ✓

Construction of 1,600 new access points on the Duct network with security ✓

Adding 600 new cable routes to the security system ✓

Provision of another 80 base stations with technical security ✓

Employees Result

Increasing the Company’s employees engagement by 3% ✓

Reducing the hiring time on announced  recruitment procedures by 5% ✓

Retention of staff turnover below 15% ✓

Introducing new evaluation process of managers assessment ✓

Launching new expert recognition programs:
- Corporate Sales Experts 
- Customer Service Experts

✓

Launching new development programs:
-Shop Managers Academy ✓

Mentorship in the departments that build and maintain the network ✓

Increasing the number of employees who have access to e-learning training ✓

Customer Experience Result

Implementation of CHAT – a new channel of communication with customers x

Increasing the number of customers who use the service e-invoice via email ✓

Improving the VIVAONLINE customer self-service platform by simplifying the process of account activation, 
menu reorganization, adding an option for online payment of invoices and online service activation function ✓

Energy and Resource Efficiency Result

Integrating NURTS in the system for environmental management ✓

Improving the system for environmental management and the process of data management for 
environmental impact ✓

Maintaining the level of total energy consumption of mobile, fixed and supporting networks together ✓

1.8. Goals 20171.7. Goals & Achievements 2016
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Our leading position as fully integrated telecom services provider is driven by our capabilities and competitive advantages achieved 
through assessment of strategic opportunities with respect to the very dynamic operational environment. To sustain our competitive 
advantages, we consider the opportunities and challenges, market trends and expectations of stakeholders.

We view our strategic development built on four strategic themes, further developed into measures and goals, which we believe 
will enable us to expand and strengthen our portfolio of products and services, leverage core competences, increase efficiencies and 
capitalize on growth opportunities.

OUR COMPANY

Build on strength in each product-
line and capitalize on bundled 
offerings

We plan to continually benefit from growth 
in the mobile, fixed broadband and pay-
TV lines of our business, capitalize on our 
bundling capabilities and reduce churn 
among residential and corporate customers. 
We anticipate greater demand for bundled 
offerings and therefore plan to attract 
customers by continuing to refine and market 
our bundled offerings.

Identify and deploy cost 
optimization measures to increase 
efficiency

We aim to maximize efficiencies by con-
trolling operating costs within our business 
through a number of measures, such as ex-
tracting synergies by unifying our operational 
IT platforms, reducing our upgrade and main-
tenance expenses, controlling our subscriber 
acquisition costs. Our goal is to achieve above 
market efficiency through superior processes, 
services and engagement.

Leverage core competences and ex-
plore new opportunities

We believe we should be able to increase our 
market presence in the coming years by continu-
ing to offer products and services that are at-
tractive to customers. In addition, we anticipate 
that our positioning as the only fully integrated 
telecommunications operator in Bulgaria with 
a nationwide footprint will enable us to take a 
greater advantage of the arising opportunities.

Invest in network to capitalize on 
demand for high-quality services

We have a scalable nationwide network infra-
structure and have plans to further develop our 
networks to meet the growing demand for data 
services. We believe we provide superior mobile 
and fixed-line network quality and intend to 
consolidate this position by further expanding 
the coverage of our 4G network and continue our 
targeted fiber roll-out investments.

•  Focus on unlimited voice tariffs, competitive 
data with high speeds, differentiating TV offers 
and persuasive retention via attractive bundling 
capabilities

• Cross sell standalone subscribers

•  Target higher market share with best network, 
best offers and unique bundle packages 

• Over 30% mobile market share within next five 
years

• Retain #1 fixed broadband position

• Regain #2 pay-TV position within next five 
years

• Decrease TCO of mobile network  from 2017 
with completion of the SRAN swap 

• Clear, effective, written, followed processes and 
procedures

• Moving to more energy efficient technologies 

• Fixed broadband network sharing

• Decrease copper services by optimization of 
used ports and migration of TDM to NGN

• Timely introduction of new technologies and 
products relevant to people’s lives

• Use of innovative forms, leveraging digitalization

• Explore new sales opportunities on customer 
trust, superior delivery and execution

• Maintain best of class mobile network - exceed 
90% LTE coverage by population within 2017

• Continue to roll-out high speed fixed broadband 
solutions:  
- Over 1.2 million homes passed with high-speed 
fiber-optic in five years
- VDSL launch as part of copper-based network 
optimization

• Next generation IPTV user interface by 2018
• Acquire additional spectrum for mobile services

Key strategic pillars Key strategic pillarsStrategic measures Strategic measures

2.1. Strategic Highlights
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 How we have transformed in 
the past     
   

In the last decade we have been part of a gradual 
transformation of the telecommunications 
landscape. Transformation which saw us becoming 
a modern integrated operator able to deliver a full 
range of telecom services and complex solutions.

Surely, the impact of digitalization is now driving 
telecommunications operators’ most critical strategic and 
operational decisions. This trend governs how telecom 
companies try to monetize their infrastructure investments 
and exploding data traffic, boost newly needed 
capabilities, rationalize their product and service offerings, 
improve the customer experience, and evolve their asset 
portfolios and business models. 

The race to put new digital technologies at the service of 
customers has already been transforming the industry. 
We are all learning that digitalization is no longer just a 
way to lower costs and boost productivity, but a means to 
offer delightful, compelling, digital experiences across all 
channels.

In VIVACOM we see the digital transformation as a journey 
to excellence, not a jump in the future. It is our belief that 
customers should be at the heart of the digital transformation 
as they are driving the demand for more powerful devices, 
high-speed reliable connectivity, more and better information, 
entertainment and closer interactions with friends and 
companies alike, at work, at home, and on the go. 

In order to become a truly digital telecom, we are about to 
rethink the entire marketing mix by reimagining the entire 
customer experience, including communications, marketing, 
sales, and service. With this aim we have designed a 
strategy for creating the digital experiences that customers 
will expect from us, which entails working closely with 
customers and collaborating across business units and 
functional boundaries in creating digital experiences.

PA
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T

FIXED VOICE 
CENTRIC

DIVERSIFIED

COPPER 
DEPENDENT

FIBER AND 
MOBILE

MOBILE  
VOICE

MOBILE  
VOICE AND 

DATA

PIPE CONTENT

LEASED LINES ETHERNET

BROADCAST TV INTERACTIVE TV

VIVACOM creates value through its business model by taking in-
puts from the capitals and transforming them through business 
activities and interactions to deliver outputs and outcomes that 
create or destroy value for the organization and its stakeholders 
over the short, medium and long term, depending on their 
expectations. Value creation is influenced positively or nega-
tively by factors of the external environment, relationships with 
stakeholders, and VIVACOM business activities. These include a 

full range of innovative and reliable voice, data, broadband, TV 
and specific enterprise-wide solutions and services. To ensure 
long-term sustainable development, our resilient business 
model considers the socio-economic and regulatory envi-
ronment, while incorporating VIVACOM’s mission, vision and 
values, supported by our governance structures and effective 
management of processes.

 2.2. Value Creation and Distribution

Value Creation

 What is Ahead of Us - the Journey to Digitalization
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OUR COMPANY

Financial value

Telecommunications business is important facilitator of economic development, 
especially in small settlements. We contribute directly through regulatory fees and taxes 
and indirectly by providing access to services which keep people connected, support 
entrepreneurship and economic activity.
We adhere to the principles of fair competition  contributing to  growth of economic 
productivity and delivery of benefits to customers. 

Our financial strength is based on primary sources of financial 
capital such as  shareholder equity, internally generated cash flows,  
and raised debt on the capital markets. These resources serve us 
to maintain our network, functional units, fund expansion and 
modernisation, pay dividends to shareholders in the past.

Cash generated from operations: BGN 257.4 million

CAPITAL INPUTS

Human value

We aim to attract, develop and retain 
the best people by defining a strong 
corporate identity, creating a culture 
of excellence and helping employees 
create their best place to work. 
We maintain high level of labour 
practices to ensure our employees 
fair payment and well-being, 
including health and safety related 
practices, flexible working time, kind 
working environment, good attitude, 
financial support . As one of the 
largest employers in the country, 
VIVACOM provides continuous 
training to ensure that our team feels 
empowered, present with sufficient 
growth opportunities. 

Total revenue: BGN 875.3 
million

Adjusted EBITDA: BGN 310.6 
million

4G mobile network: 86.75% 
coverage by population

Fiber homes passed: 
1.1 million

Trained employees: 
4,231

Employee engagement: 54%

Employees dedicated to 
innovations and product 
development: 178   

2 brand new mobile tariff 
lines for residential customers

5 new prepaid packages 

6 new high-speed fixed 
broadband packages

Value distributed to suppliers: 
BGN 414.6 million, of which 
83% to local suppliers

GHG emissions: 
67,729 t CO2e

Total network waste: 
1,179 t

Intellectual value

We continuously strengthen our 
system capabilities, expand our 
digital offering and reshape our 
distribution model to respond to 
ever changing customer needs. 
We actively pursue collaboration 
with external parties to extend our 
innovative capabilities, share our 
know-how and deliver state of the 
art services in other sectors. 

Social & relationship value

We engage with our key  stakeholders on a 
regular basis by a dialogue and pro-active 
behaviour on the material issues raised. This 
allows us to  strengthen our cooperative 
relationships with them and build trust.  We 
also invest extensively in local community 
programs by triggering entrepreneurship 
and  creating shared value . The reputational 
benefit of these relationships is important to 
accessing new market niches. Crucially, we 
also focus on the value we create for society 
and strengthening our reputation.

Natural value

Efficient use of natural resources. Through our environmental initiatives and 
with dedicated expertise, we are reducing our impact, use of scarce natural 
resources and waste. Besides improving environmental performance, there 
is an added benefit in lower operational costs and care of human health 
beyond the Company boundaries. Our efforts in that area help to build and 
sustain our  reputation for potential employees and investors. 

   Investments in network & people

We believe that carefully considered capital 
investments ensure efficient coverage, capacity and 
quality networks. This considers also investments 
made to facilitate the expansion of new revenue 
streams, use of new spectrum, while investment 
in our people and staff members ensures we have 
the appropriate skills to deliver our strategy. We 
also recognise that our operations depend much on 
electricity and fuel use for our vehicle fleet. Thus, 
with the installation of energy-efficient solutions 
such as hybrid PV systems, we ensure higher 
availability of our networks and reduce our diesel 
costs and negative environmental effects. 

BUSINESS MODEL

   Sales & distribution

A wide distribution network ensures that the majority 
of the population in Bulgaria has access to our 
products and services. Deep and broad distribution 
channels and segmented sales campaigns as well 
as consistent service across all VIVACOM sales points 
allow us to compete effectively. In addition, our 
distribution channels serve as a valuable physical 
interaction point with customers and provide 
products and services beyond the traditional 
boundaries. We believe that our nationwide 
footprint and distribution network provides us with 
large scale cross-selling opportunities.

  Customer experience

We focus on building a high quality customer 
experience, in order to retain customers on our 
network and keep them satisfied. Our efforts are 
not limited only to the instances when customers 
contact our points of sale or call centres but we also 
strive to provide a high quality customer experience 
by managing our customers through the entire ‘‘life 
cycle’’ of a customer relationship with competence, 
availability and efficiency, at a level that exceeds 
average performance levels in the Bulgarian 
telecommunication industry. To retain customers we 
need to ensure a consistent and quality customer 
experience which also includes the high quality 
of our network. Customer feedback also proves to 
be an important tool to assess the progress of our 
efforts.

   Product development and innovations

We believe that carefully considered capital 
investments ensure efficient coverage, By 
establishing a high quality network, VIVACOM 
has been able to offer its customers a range of 
innovative products and services and has built its 
brand loyalty. This stage of the business involves 
continuous innovation and deep knowledge of the 
customer base. Employees with the right skills are 
required, while a strong brand and solid market 
share are necessary to reinforce the benefits of a 
broader product offerings. Moreover, our  innovative 
capacity includes also effective relationships with 
key business partners and suppliers. Developing 
the right product at the right price is critical to gain 
strategic advantage and remain competitive in the 
long-term. 

Manufactured value

We deliver value to our customers through a stable, secure 
and robust network  with a high flexibility and resilience. 
We are currently in the process of further digitalisation of 
customer centric processes, enabling us to be more agile and 
ready for the future.Our services are highly dependent on our network working well. 

Thus, constantly improving and maintaining the quality and 
resilience of our technological systems is the most important 
element of our use of manufactured capital.  

Capital expenditures for assets acquisition: BGN 211.6 million
Total property, plant and equipment: BGN 766.9 million

At the core of every business are the people and we are not 
exclusion to this principle. Delivering great experience to the 
customer relies on highly motivated and talented people.  Our 
employees are the primary interface with our customers, making 
them the drivers of delivering the unique experience we strive to 
offer. 

Number of employees: 6,130
Training and employee development: BGN 2.3 million

Our corporate procedures, corporate governance, management 
systems and organisational knowledge, technologies and 
intellectual property serve us to develop the best solutions and 
optimise the customer experience, as well as provide innovative 
products. 

Investments in innovation and product development: BGN 6.7 
million

We forge and maintain cooperative relationships with our key 
stakeholders - customers, employees, shareholders, business 
partners - through investing in strategic partnerships, supporting  
community programs, building trust with suppliers. Customer 
relations are at the core of our business and we strive to exceed 
their expectations. 

Number of partnerships: 183
Community investments and sponsorship: BGN 4.4 million

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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Our business is not considered resource intensive. However, 
the growing customer needs for more data at a higher speed 
will lead to increased energy demand in the near future. Radio 
spectrum is a finite and important resource for the digital 
society that our business depends on. We use valuable metals 
for our telecom equipment and devices.   

Energy consumption: 148 GWh

Natural capital

Social & Relationship capital

Intellectual capital

Human capital

Manifactured capital

Financial capital
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3.  Governance and  
Compliance

We firmly believe that sustainable business development 
largely depends on the fair distribution of the created value 
between the groups of stakeholders. It is our understanding 
that as a leader in the telecom market we create value for 
our employees, shareholders, investors and suppliers as 
well as to society as a whole. We are confident that our core 
competences and expertise enables us to work in a way that 

addresses public needs, while supporting social causes and 
generating benefits for the business. 

We believe in a society where telecommunications 
technology enriches life, enhances day-to-day business 
and makes a real difference. Therefore, we distribute 
the created value seeking for positive outcomes on 
wider base in the society.

Value Distribution

Capital expenditures for 
acquisition of assets

Community investments 
and sponsorship

Public authorities

Financial institutions and 
investors

Employees

Suppliers

ANNUAL REVENUE 
2015

847.9 million BGN

380.3
million BGN 

162.9
million BGN 

56.5
million BGN 

96.9
million BGN 

45.3
million BGN 

3.3
million BGN 

Capital expenditures for 
acquisition of assets

Community investments 
and sponsorship

Public authorities

Financial institutions and 
investors

Employees

4.4
million BGN 

34.4
million BGN 

58.6
million BGN 

101.1
million BGN 

211.5
million BGN 

ANNUAL REVENUE 
2016

875.3 million BGN

Suppliers

414.6
million BGN 
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Effective governance and demonstration of leadership affects 
the way in which we manage the environmental, social and 
economic concerns in creating value for the key stakeholders. 
Maintaining stability of the organization’s governance 
structure is critical to ensure resilience against disruptive 
changes in the internal and external environment and thus to 
the value creation process. 

Commitment
VIVACOM is committed to the highest standards of ethical 
behaviour from our directors, management and employees. 
In line with this commitment, we continue to enhance 
and align policies, systems and processes to embed sound 
corporate governance principles and ethical standards. 
Guided by these principles and standards, directors and 
management are required to exercise rigorous ethical 
judgement in leading the business and acting in the best 
interests of key stakeholders.

VIVACOM’s primary objective is the creation of value for all its 
stakeholders through the provision of innovative customer 
and market focused solutions. In pursuing this objective, 
we have committed to the highest standards of governance 
and we strive to embed a culture that values and rewards 
exemplary ethical standards, personal and corporate integrity, 
as well as respect for others.

We believe that corporate governance is an ethically driven 
business process that is committed to values aimed at 
enhancing an organization’s wealth generating capacity. 
This is ensured by taking ethical business decisions and 
conducting business with commitment to values, while 
meeting stakeholders’ expectations. 

Approach
Our approach to governance is based on the belief that there 
is a link between high quality governance and the creation 
of sustainable value for all stakeholders. It is our view that 
governance is not just a matter for the Managing Board – a 
good governance culture must be fostered throughout the 
organisation.

The current economic environment underscores the need for 
adopting the highest standards of corporate governance. This 
is also clearly a time where engagement with stakeholders 
is more important than ever. Key part of our approach to 

governance is ensuring that stakeholders’ views are heard 
and understood. The Managing Board governs the Company 
in accordance with its commitment to a transparent and high 
quality governance system.

Our corporate governance framework ensures that we make 
timely disclosures and share accurate information regarding 
our financials and performance, as well as the leadership and 
governance of the Company. At VIVACOM, it is imperative that 
our Company affairs are managed in a fair and transparent 
manner. This is vital to gain and retain the trust of our 
stakeholders and helps us evolve with changing times.

Bodies
As per the statutes of the Company, our top-line governance 
system is based on two corporate bodies: Managing Board, 
in charge of the strategic management of the Company, and 
Supervisory Board, responsible for supervision and control. 
This traditional two-tier management system allows for 
the clear exchange of views between management and 
shareholders on fundamental elements of governance. 

Supervisory Board

The Members of the Supervisory Board are elected by the 
sole owner of the Company for a five-year term and can 
be re-elected without limitations. The Supervisory Board 
supervises the policy pursued by the Managing Board, the 
Managing Board’s performance of its managerial duties and 
the Company’s general course of affairs, taking account the 
interests of all the Company’s stakeholders. The Supervisory 
Board can approve business transactions reported by the 
Managing Board as per the statutes of the Company and the 
existing legislation, as well as to assist the Managing Board 
by providing advices. In 2016 the Supervisory Board held 2 
meetings in total.

Managing Board

The Managing Board manages the business of the Company. 
Its members are elected by the Supervisory Board for 
five-year terms and can be re-elected without limitations. 
Managing Board is responsible for the Company’s strategy, 
portfolio policy, deployment of human and capital resources, 
risk management system and financial performance. The 
Managing Board is also entitled to appoint the Chief Financial 
Officer and Chief Accountant, selects the type of accounting 

3.1. Governance

policies, approves staff support programs, prepares and 
presents to the Supervisory Board the annual financial 
report, as well as proposing a profit distribution scheme, 
taking decisions on the management of strategic assets, 
etc. Following a Supervisory Board approval, the Managing 
Board takes decisions on strategic and operating plans, the 
annual budgets and business plans of the Company. The 
Managing Board reports to the Supervisory Board and to the 
sole owner. During the year the Managing Board held 121 
meetings in total.

Remuneration
Our remuneration philosophy is interlinked to our 
approach, aiming to support current and evolving 
business priorities. The philosophy includes our desire 
to attract, motivate and retain talent and to execute 
business strategy in a sustainable manner over the long-
term. 

We aim to promote an action-oriented culture 
focussed at delivering results, and our 
remuneration programs therefore includes 
variable pay and long-term value creation. 
The Managing Board members are entitled 
to an annual bonus remuneration at the 
amount of 50% of the paid for the previous 
calendar year annual gross remuneration, 
if the Company meets the projected and 
agreed annual performance goals. If the 
Company exceeds these goals, members 
of the Managing Board will be paid a total 
bonus of up to a maximum of 100% of 
the paid for the previous calendar year 
annual gross remuneration. In our opinion, 
this relationship and ratio between base 
salary and performance-related incentives 
adequately reflects the balance between the 
Company’s objectives and its entrepreneurial 
spirit. Moreover, we are confident that 
the level and structure of Managing Board 
remuneration is in line with management 
development goals and pay differentials 
within the Company. This enables us 
to attract, motivate and retain senior 
management of the necessary calibre and 
leadership background. 

Furthermore, members of the Supervisory and Managing 
boards are obliged to deposit guarantees for their governance 
duties. The exact amount of the guarantees is determined 
by a resolution of the sole owner but cannot be less than the 
contracted quarterly gross remuneration per member. The 
guarantees for the relevant periods are released following a 
resolution of the sole owner for discharge of liability which 
could be performed only on the basis of an audited annual 
report for the financial year. 

Remuneration amounting to BGN 3,134 thousand relating 
to the members of the Managing Board and to key 
management personnel has been accrued for the year ended 
December 31, 2016.

2 
meetings of the
   Supervisory
     Board

121 
meetings of 
the Manag-
ing Board

  56 
average age of Supervisory 
Board members

 44 
average age of 
Managing Board 
members

2016
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VIVACOM is subject to local, regional and international 
laws and regulations, regulatory controls and practices. 
Our legal and regulatory compliance experts are 
monitoring and adapting to significant and rapid changes 
in a wide range of legal and compliance areas, to ensure 
that the code and our internal regulations remain suited 
for purpose and are properly applied.

We make sure that all employees are aware of, and 
comply with, laws and regulations that are relevant 
to their specific role, as well as the Code of Ethics and 
related internal regulations. 

Code of Ethics 
Our Code of Ethics entered into force on July 1, 2010. It 
guides the employees to act responsibly, ethically and 
lawfully and in compliance with the Code of Ethics, 
all other policies, laws and regulations that apply 
to the Company, as well as our strategic values, our 
fundamental principles and rules for doing business. 

Communication on the code starts for new employees 
from the moment they join VIVACOM and includes 
training, which enables them to fully acquaint 
themselves with the compliance framework and the 
code. We also run campaigns and other training activities 
throughout the organisation regularly to raise awareness 
of employees in their workplace behaviour as well as 
their personal and social behaviour. We have appointed 
business compliance officers and set up compliance 
committee. 

Reporting helpline is available 24 hours a day, which 
encourages employees to report alleged breaches of the 
Code of Ethics. All alleged breaches of the code that are 
brought to the attention of the compliance committee 
are investigated.

Internal control 
The Managing Board of VIVACOM exercises independent 
supervision over the activities and the internal control 
established by the Company including via the established 
Internal Audit Department. The objective of the internal 
control system is to manage rather than eliminate the 
risk of failure to achieve corporate objectives.

Independent Audit Committee
The members of the independent audit committee 
are appointed with resolution of the sole owner of the 
Company. The independent audit committee has the 
following responsibilities:

- monitoring the financial reporting process, the 
effectiveness of the internal control systems and 
risk management systems of the Company;

- consulting with and monitoring external auditors 
regarding the extent of their independent financial 
audit of the Company and ensuring that the external 
auditors are in compliance with the requirements 
of the Law and the Code of Ethics of professional 
accountants, as well as monitoring the provision 
of any additional services provided by the external 
auditors; and

- recommending to the shareholders the 
appointment of the external auditors.

Ефективни

4.  Our Main Risks and 
Mitigation Strategies
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Threats to integrity and 
availability of networks and 
systems 
 
We depend on the uninterrupted 
operation of our networks to provide 
our services. From time to time, cus-
tomers experience data quality issues 
because of network constraints.  
Lack of timeous, effective and effi-
cient capital investments to cater for 
greater subscriber numbers and traffic 
could lead to a loss of customers, and 
in turn a loss in revenue and a reduc-
tion in our profit.

Compromised information 
security

Lack of an effective information secu-
rity programme may compromise our 
information as a result of an increase 
in cyber-attacks. This could lead to 
reputational damage and the loss 
of customers, and in turn impacting 
revenue and margins.

Inadequate stakeholder 
management

Stakeholders are increasingly de-
manding more transparency, develop-
ment that stays true to core principles 
and values, more information on the 
business practices of the Company 
and its cooperation with suppliers, the 
reporting of nonfinancial indicators 
and the upholding of public commit-
ments.

Key stakeholders such as govern-
ment, investors and staff may feel 
they are not sufficiently engaged and 
informed about our governance and 
operational challenges.

- Strong technical expertise retained 
in the Company and sustainable inte-
grated business model. 
- Upgrading our mobile network to 
SRAN technology with deployment 
of LTE enables us to improve the 
experience of our customers with of-
fering them high quality and reliable  
services. 
- By installing energy-efficient 
solutions such as hybrid power, we 
ensure higher availability of our net-
works and reduce our diesel costs and 
negative environmental effects. This 
also reduces our reliance on national 
grid electricity. 
- With our backup and recovery 
systems we are able to secure steady 
network performance and high avail-
ability of services

- Establishing of Corporate Informa-
tion Protection function on organisa-
tional level

- Implementing an information securi-
ty governance framework.

- Increasing focus on reduction of 
cyber security risks.

- Embedding information security 
requirements into key processes. 

- Raising awareness with staff and 
vendors.

- Segmenting key stakeholders into 
groups in order to focus on their materi-
al concerns through structured engage-
ments, understand their impact on 
reputation and improve our reporting 
on stakeholder management.

- Open communication with stakehold-
ers, including regular reporting on fi-
nancial, environmental and sustainabili-
ty issues and key mitigation activities 

- Ensure balanced and equally transpar-
ent dialogue with different stakeholder 
groups in evaluating the importance of 
the various topics from the viewpoint of 
each stakeholder group. This enable us 
to have a two-sided evaluation of topic 
materiality in trying to keep different 
groups well informed and incorporate 
their point of views.

- Careful capital investment in key 
markets to maintain leading market 
share position.

 
- Further increase in the coverage 
and capacity of our LTE services to en-
hance our mobile broadband offering.

- Network and infrastructure sharing.

- Security of information policies and 
procedures give comfort to stakehold-
ers and enhance our reputation.

- Improved information security 
places VIVACOM as a preferred service 
provider for securityconscious inves-
tors, business partners and custom-
ers.

- Intensify the information exchange 
with stakeholders, increase transpar-
ency in the communication - especial-
ly with  government, regulators and 
the media.

- Continuos optimization of our 
business processes and governance 
procedures through the whole value 
chain.

Intensified competition in 
the industry

The telecommunications industry is 
characterised by rapid technological 
changes. Our commercial success 
depends on providing services 
at competitive prices as well as 
differentiating our product offerings. 
Lack of agility to respond to changing 
market conditions and competitive 
pressure may affect our market share 
and revenue streams, as well as 
profits. 
The industry is in pursue of constant 
business evolution, where commercial 
and operational excellence, as well 
as innovation and technologies, are 
becoming much more critical.

Declining financial performance 
and inability to maintain effi-
ciencies 
 
A reduction in industry tariffs, high levels 
of imposed regulation and increased com-
petition are impacting revenue growth 
significantly. 
Our diversified revenue streams and 
resilient business model are producing 
some fruitful returns, but as the market 
environment is highly competitive and dy-
namic, we need to invest capital to build 
capacity, maintain and grow market share 
and position for future growth. 
Our continuos expansionary upgrades 
and maintenance of infrastructure and 
network premises demand high levels of 
investments which impact our reported 
results.

Adverse regulatory changes 
or non-compliance with laws 
and regulations 
 
VIVACOM is the incumbent operator 
on the Bulgarian telecommunications 
market and its position carries respon-
sibilities not applicable to other mar-
ket players. Our business must comply 
with an extensive range of laws and 
regulations.Increased regulatory or 
legal changes/requirements may 
negatively impact our business model, 
and affect revenues and profits.

- Implementing a digital strategy with 
broader service offerings. 
- Driving critical mass in our opera-
tions and leveraging on our extensive 
footprint in the country.  
- Improving launch process of new 
products - reduce development time, 
implementation in trade channels and 
sales efficiency. Build on successful 
experiences and launching commer-
cial initiatives in data, digital and 
customer value management. 
- Ensuring we have the appropriate 
skills to deliver the right products and 
services at the right price. 
- Maintaining the best value-for-mon-
ey position on the market with offers 
that target undeserved segments.

- We nurture our traditional revenue 
streams and identify and develop new 
revenue streams. 
- We are actively exploiting our inte-
grated nationwide mobile and fixed-
line network which gives us a strong 
competitive advantage as we are able 
to offer full spectrum of bundled ser-
vices on a nationwide basis. 
- We are selling non-core assets - 
mainly non-operational buildings and 
dismantled copper cables. 
- We are focussing on effective 
procurement procedures and open 
communication with key vendors 
which enables us to maintain tight cost 
control and retain competitive financial 
performance

- Open dialogue and established col-
laboration with regulatory authorities

  
- Systems in place to monitor and 
track new legislation and regulations 
as well as changes to current legisla-
tion and regulations.

 
- Compliance framework developed 
and rolled out to the operational level

 
- Chief Regulatory Adviser to the 
Managing Board in place to oversee 
compliance within regulatory and stat-
utory laws.

- Bridging the digital divide through 
innovative offerings including e-com-
merce services, automation, self-ser-
vice capabilities and omni-channel. 
- Creating greater efficiencies that 
would allow us to remain both com-
petitive and profitable. 
- Increasing focus on the end-custom-
er experience to provide competitive 
advantage and improve customer 
engagement and loyalty.

- Growth in data revenue and new rev-
enue streams from digital businesses 
- Driving cost efficiencies in existing 
core business and through transforma-
tion projects 
- Refinement of capital allocation 
principles 
- Leverage our contemporary infrastruc-
ture by offering innovative products 
and services

- Strengthening and increasing capac-
ity to manage regulatory changes and 
key stakeholders. 
- Increasing internal audits for com-
pliance 
- Obtaining third-party assurance on 
processes, systems and policies. 
- Increasing training of senior man-
agement and executives on regulatory 
compliance.
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5. Performance

5.1. Effective
5.2. Inspiring
5.3. Innovative
5.4. Honest
5.5. Dynamic
5.6. Responsible
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5.1. Effective

Our success is the success of our customers. We 
provide practical and affordable solutions and 
achieve the best results. 
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EffectiveVIVACOM ЦЕННОСТИ

5.1.1. Financial Results86.75%

130 30%

Number 1219

112 Mbps

900 Mbps
53,000

population coverage of 
4G network, or over 650 
settlements

Expanding the fiber-optic 
infrastructure with 

Speeds for downloading 
information from the network 
reaching

and information upload 
speeds of 37,5 Mbps via the 4G 
network

Fixed broadband speed through 
fiber optical network of up to  

households or a total of 1,1 
million households, in over 21 
cities nationwide

promotional offers, two brand new
tariff lines for private clients mobile
services, 5 new prepaid packages
and 6 new high-speed fixed
broadband packages

thousand ported SIM cards from 
other operators

and providing more than 200 TV 
channels, 50 of which are HD

fixed broadband operator with 
437 thousand subscribers

Realization of over
Expanding the TV platform 
capacity by 

most preferred mobile operator, with

2015 2016

848 875

2015 2016

332 311

39%
35%

Financial performance indicators

We are the leading telecommunications operator in Bul-
garia, based on the total revenue for a fourth consecutive 
year. We are a fully integrated operator that provides mobile 
and fixed telephony, fixed broadband and pay-TV services 
nationwide to both residential and business clients. For the 
year ended December 31, 2016, we generated total consol-
idated revenue of BGN 875.3 million and had consolidated 
Adjusted EBITDA of BGN 310.6 million.

In 2016, total revenue of the group grew by 3.2% year-on-
year driven by increase in mobile and fixed pay-TV revenues 
as well as the NURTS contribution. 

Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by higher ma-
terials and consumables driven by higher sales of smart-
phones as well as from increased interconnect expenses, 
where unlimited tariffs has decreased the proportion of 

chargeable voice traffic, decreasing 6.4% year-on-year 
to BGN 310.6 million. The impact on EBITDA is mitigated 
by the increase of the interconnect revenue and mobile 
data. 

The acquisition of NURTS business, which has been fully 
consolidated as of July 1, 2015, has contributed to the overall 
revenues and Adjusted EBITDA with BGN 30.3 million and 
BGN 11.6 million respectively. At a comparable basis, ex-
cluding NURTS net effect, total revenue growth would have 
been 2.4%, while Adjusted EBITDA would have decreased by 
7.6% compared to 2015 numbers.

Despite the highly competitive environment in the telecom 
market, VIVACOM keeps its leading position thanks to the 
strength of our customer value proposition, our strong brand 
and the breadth of our product and service offerings which 
caters to a broad set of customer demographics and usage 
profiles.

Non-financial performance indicators

Mobile

We are currently the third largest mobile operator in Bul-
garia, based on number of subscribers, with 3,133 thou-
sand subscribers as at December 31, 2016, an increase of 
3.6% from 3,024 thousand subscribers as at December 31, 
2015. Our revenue market share on the mobile market has 
reached 28% for the year ended December 31, 2016.

We attribute this growth over the periods under review to 
a number of factors, including our superior network quality 
and launch of 4G services, the ability to offer additional 
value with wide profile of bundled services, as well as 
cross-selling and up-selling to existing customers.

2015 2016

3,024 3,133

 Total revenue  Adjusted EBITBA

 Mobile subscribers

 Margin
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EffectiveVIVACOM ЦЕННОСТИ

Fixed voice

We are the incumbent fixed voice operator in Bulgaria with 
a leading market share of 82% by revenue as at December 
31, 2016 (Source: Analysys Mason’s Telecoms Market Matrix 
and European Core Forecasts).

Our total fixed voice subscribers decreased by 11.9% to 926 
thousand as at December 31, 2016, from 1,051 thousand as 
at December 31, 2015. The decrease in fixed voice subscrib-
ers was primarily due to the strong price competition sur-
rounding fixed voice services, where such services are being 
offered as a low price addition to our competitors’ mobile, 
fixed broadband and pay-TV services, as well as the ongoing 
fixed-to-mobile substitution. 

As at December 31, 2016 VIVACOM has regained its position 
as the largest fixed broadband operator with 26% subscriber 
market share as at December 31, 2016 (Source: Analysys 
Mason’s Telecoms Market Matrix and European Core 
Forecasts). Our total fixed broadband subscribers increased 
by 12.0% to 437 thousand as at December 31, 2016, from 390 
thousand as at December 31, 2015. The growth was due to 

the increase in fiber-optic connections and is driven by the 
growing demand for reliable high-speed internet.Our ongoing 
fibre-optic network build-out enables us to benefit from the 
well-established trend of shifting to high-speed broadband 
technologies. In 2016, we achieved significant progress in the 
fibre-optic network expansion, with 1,087 thousand homes 
covered nationwide as at December 31, 2016.

We believe that regular contact with investors and engaging 
them in an open dialogue is crucial to sustain a good 
relationship. Transparent, reliable and timely information 
about the Company helps investors to gain a greater 
understanding of the Company’s business, its governance, 
financial results and prospects. 

For VIVACOM Investor Relations is not just an one-way 
communication. It is as much about sharing Company 
business direction to the investment community as it is 
about incorporating their views and feedback. Reflecting 
the nature of these relations and driven by the long-
term responsibility and commitment of our Company, we 
maintain a continuous dialogue with all key investors. 

Transparent communication with investors is of particular 
importance in order to articulate VIVACOM’s current status 

and potential in ways that will enable them to come to a 
fair valuation. Through our engagement with investors we 
understand what information could be beneficial for them 
and we share our strategy for managing materiality topics 
across the value chain. 

We reach out to investors through events, conference calls 
and one-on-one meetings to keep them well informed 
and to be fully transparent. VIVACOM also constantly 
updates its website, which contains information about the 
financial calendar, financial reports and presentations, key 
performance indicators, latest news and other relevant data. 
We aim to respond to investors’ questions and inquiries sent 
by e-mail within 24 hours.

2016 was marked by high speeds for the entire telecom 
sector in Bulgaria. As a part of the preparation of 
companies for the era of the Internet of things and 
increased consumption of data by customers, the main 
battle between operators was focused on achieving better 
performance and coverage of the networks.

The main technological project for VIVACOM during the last 
year was the launch of the mobile network of the fourth 
generation or so-called 4G. It is designed for data exchange, 
providing an opportunity for mobile broadband speeds 
several times faster than 3G technology. In it, however, 
cannot be placed voice calls and send text messages. For 
this reason, the three networks – 2G, 3G and 4G – should be 
set up to work together in sync and switch between them 
without consumers feeling the slowdown or deterioration, 
using various mobile services.

As a Company that puts customer needs at the heart of its 
activities, VIVACOM made large-scale modernization of the 
technological infrastructure and managed to achieve the 
largest and fastest 4G network coverage among all other 
operators in the country. The official launch of the new 
service was in May 2016. For only seven months to the end 
of the year we managed to provide coverage of 86.75% of 
the population, or more than 650 settlements, and speeds 
for downloading information from the network (download) 

of 112 Mbps and uploading of information (upload) of 37.5 
Mbps. Another key indicator is time-delay in the network, 
which affects the perception of consumers when using 
mobile broaband. People usually feel it as speed, with 
which website or an application is being open. In this 
respect, the 4G network is five times faster than the 3G.

4G VIVACOM network received the highest score – GWS 
OneScore – for speed measurement done in Sofia, Ruse, 
Sozopol, Kavarna and settlements on the Bulgarian Black 
Sea coast. The measurement of the five existing in Bulgaria 
LTE networks was performed by Global Wireless Solutions 
(GWS) on their methodology in the period 15.10–15.11.2016.

Global Wireless Solutions (GWS) headquartered in Dallas, 
USA, is a leading independent provider of solutions for the 
wireless industry.

Pay-TV 

Our pay-TV subscribers increased by 11.0% to 410 thousand 
as at December 31, 2016, from 369 thousand as at December 
31, 2015. This was mainly due to the increased demand for 
high quality interactive services with superior user experi-
ence and rich content to suit customer preferences.

2015 2016

1,051 926

2015 2016

390 437

2015 2016

1,034 1,087

2015 2016

369 410

5.1.3. Network and Coverage

Fixed broadband

5.1.2. Investor Relations

 Fixed voice subscribers

 Fixed broadband subscribers  FTTx households passed

 Pay-TV subscribers
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Radoslav Zlatkov, Chief Technical Officer of VIVACOM:

“For us, the focus is always on quality of services we offer. We actually deliver to the customer what 
we promise. We insist to be honest and open and our results show that this is the right strategy. We 
built the largest coverage of 4G the fastest among the other telecoms and we provide real speeds 
of up to 900 Mbps through the fiber-optic network. We see that customers appreciate our efforts 
because we already deliver over 4.9 million different telecom services.”

In 2016 VIVACOM strengthen its position as a provider of a 
complete portfolio of telecom services for the whole family 
and all business needs. On the basis of the achieved high 
results in the coverage and the capacity of its network, the 
Company also developed the most relevant products and 
services by which customers could make the most of the 
amenities of new technologies.

In the field of mobile services we continued our policy to 
maintain a wide portfolio of smart devices in different price 
categories so customers can find both the latest flagship of 
the market and available devices with which to access the 
Internet.

From the very launch of the 4G network we offered to our 
clients the opportunity to use it regardless of their tariff 
plan and with no additional charge. Each subscriber of VI-
VACOM, which has a tariff plan including mobile broadband, 
can browse freely through LTE (Long-Term Evolution) tech-
nology. The Company started replacing the old SIM cards of 
its customers with 4G compatible ones completely for free, 
and in addition enabled the activation of extra 4,000 MB 
mobile broadband at maximum speed so that each client 
could be personally convinced in the benefits of the new 
technology and the quality of provided 4G network.

The trends show that in recent years the majority of 
mobile data traffic is due to video content – live stream 
in social networks and watching online. Combined with 
the increasing use of smartphones for taking and sharing 
pictures in consumers emerged the need for easier access 
to high-quality audio-visual content, as well as secure 
storage of personal files, photos and videos on the move. In 
response, VIVACOM included in all SMART plans for mobile 

services the application for mobile television TV GO with 
up to 45 TV channels and 128 GB data storage in the cloud 
space VIVA pCloud.

After the technological modernization of our fiber-optic 
network, VIVACOM expanded also portfolio of service plans 
for high-speed fiber-optic broadband and interactive TV. For 
the first time in the fixed broadband were released new 
packages – FiberNet 300/500/1000, providing speeds of 
up to 900 Mbps. In order for users to be able to actually 
achieve these high speeds, VIVACOM started providing free 
GIGA-bite Wi-Fi router for the duration of subscription to the 
new FiberNet packages.

The emphasis on upgrade of TV packages was achieving 
thematically diverse content in order to meet the needs of 
each user according to its personal interests and prefer-
ences. In 2016 VIVACOM began offering more than 200 TV 
channels, 50 of them with crystal HD quality, with a wide 
variety of genres and programs in more than 10 languag-
es. Among them there is a large selection of news, film, 
music, children’s, sports, hobbies and other channels. 
Moreover, the Company continues to invest in quality 
movie content for its own movie channel – VIVACOM Arena, 
which is available in all TV packages. Interactive features 
for IPTV service – TV Pause, TV Archive, TV Record and many 
others – facilitate consumers in their dynamic life, giving 
them the opportunity to watch their favorite movies, TV 
shows and programs at convenient time. In support of 
this strategy – to ensure personalized video content to its 
customers, – the Company offers its own Video on Demand 
service called “Video Library,” which gives access to a 
catalogue of over 6,000 titles organized into different cate-
gories and genres.

These impressive results were achieved thanks to the re-
placement of 70% of VIVACOM’s mobile network and major 
innovations in its architecture and building:

- Replaced equipment of base stations – introduction of 
SRAN (Single RAN) technology and distributed architecture 
where radio amplifiers are as close to the antenna as 
possible, which ensures better coverage at lower power 
consumption;

- Replacement of batteries in the network, leading to 
greater stability of services in bad weather or network 
load during mass events such as sporting events, concerts, 
increased traffic during the holidays, etc.;

- Replacement of equipment and architecture of the core 
mobile network so that active centrals could operate 
in cloud structure and in balanced regime – i.e. at peak 
load times of given region generated traffic is distributed 
among the centrals.

As part of the changes the Company implemented also an 
entirely new technology – LTE (4G network), but operates on 
the same radio frequency spectrum, which is an evidence of 
a much more efficient overall operation.

The requirement for higher internet speeds has been leading 
also for the development of the fixed fiber-optic network in 
2016. During this period VIVACOM managed to expand its cover-
age with 53,000 new households, reaching a total of 1.1 million 
households in 21 cities nationwide. At year-end the telecom 
announced also a revolutionary new internet speed in the fixed 
fiber-optic network – up to 900 Mbps, achieved thanks to the 
buildout fiber optic broadband connectivity up to 1,000 Mbps. 

In 2016 it was realized also an overall modernization of the 
TV platform. It was accomplished by replacing the existing 
headend with a new one, which increased capacity with 
30%, allowing for the delivery of more than 200 TV channels, 
50 of which with HD quality.

Another reorganization was made in the fixed voice net-
work. As a result, connections to international traffic were 
improved, and it is already done through four independent 
routes for abroad.

In technological aspect 2016 was important for VIVACOM 
also in terms of integration of infrastructure, activities and 
processes of NURTS. The leading provider of broadcast 
services and transmission of radio and television programs 
for Bulgaria became our subsidiary in July 2015. This was 
followed by a complex process of transformation and 
implementation of processes and management systems, 
including more than 240 employees, over 500 strategially 
located radio and television stations in the country and 
Plana satellite station.

The technical features are focused on continuous improve-
ment in the quality of services provided. To achieve these 
goals the team works on various initiatives. In the process 
of implementation is the standard for service management 
(ITIL framework) together with commercial functions. In 
2016 were introduced “end to end” (E2E KPI) measurement 
indicators and a more flexible system for managing field 
teams. As a result of these changes we report an improve-
ment in compliance with the commitments made during 
the maintenance visits of customers from technicians by 
10% and reducing the time from reporting of a malfunction 
to restoring the service.

5.1.4. Products and Services
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The extensive development of 4G network and the 
growth of data traffic inevitably lead to increased 
energy consumption, making efficiency a key factor for 
competitiveness among telecoms. 

In 2016, VIVACOM consumed 147.5 GWh energy in the form 
of electric, thermal power, and fuels. The main energy 
consumers were fixed and mobile networks (74.3%). In 

comparison to 2015, there is an overall 2.5% increase in 
energy use due to the upgrade of the whole network (G4-
22). 

Our huge car fleet consists of 1,546 vehicles that consumed 
more than 2,2 million liters of fuel, mostly diesel, in 2016. 
We are currently evaluating the feasibility of substituting 
some of them with electric vehicles.

In 2016, VIVACOM’s energy consumption and cooling agеnts generated 68.6 thousand tons of carbon emissions (direct and 
indirect), which marked an increase of 2% on annual basis. 

The consumption of electricity in the mobile network is being 
limited mainly by DTX and Power Control features that are 
enabled in 100% of the network. Another large consumer 
of electricity is cooling. Apart from the standard technical 
solution such as free-cooling systems, we have experimented 
with allowing for higher operating temperatures for telecom 
equipment and placing only the batteries in a cooler 
container. At the moment there are only 18 base stations 

powered by diesel generators, one is using PV panels in 
combination with a diesel generator and batteries.

For the first time, the number of subscribers that have opted 
out of receiving a paper invoice has risen above 1 million – 
so now we have more customers who do not get a paper 
invoice. This is a major milestone of our journey towards 
digital telecom. 
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The maintenance and continual upgrade of the fixed and mobile networks require recurrent replacement of equipment. In 
2016, VIVACOM exchanged 70% of its mobile network which resulted in large quantity of telecom and battery waste that 
have been sent to recycling. Our traditional fixed network relied completely on copper wire – we maintain in operation 
about 100,000 km of copper lines. We are on our way towards removing copper and substituting it with optical fibre and 
wireless connections.

The operations of NURTS also have significant environmental aspects – 34.2 MWh of total energy use (94% electricity), 16.8 
thousand t CO2 as well as large amounts of telecom and battery waste. In 2016 we have started integrating NURTS into the 
Environmental Management System of VIVACOM and expect to further optimize the consolidated environmental effect.
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Boyan Rashev, Environmental & Resource Management Expert, Managing Partner, denkstatt 

“Time is our most precious non-renewable resource. Every minute we save thanks to telecom 
services is a huge gain for each one of us – we have more time for everything that really matters. 
Telecoms are in the business of making life easier. Therefore, it is not surprising that VIVACOM strives 
for full digitalization – it is a logical next step for enhancing the value it provides to its customers.” 

5.2. Inspiring

We have the courage to do things in a new way, 
with a positive and professional attitude. Challenges 
stimulate and motivate us
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5.2.1. Employees

6,130 38

59% 1,248

43%57% 535

14.6% 7,716

Number of employees Average age

Employees with higher 
education

Number of new hires for the 
reporting period

   men                   women Number of promoted 
employees

Turnover Number of participations in 
trainings

535 75%
employees promoted to a 
higher position with more 
responsibilities

of the year-round and 47% 
of the summer interns em-
ployed permanently

43%

4,231 2.3 

4
of employees are women

trained employees BGN million invested in 
employees’ training

new expert programs

VIVACOM is the one of the largest employers in the 
country, with over 6,000 employees. The Company 
operates in a rapidly evolving and highly competitive 
market and it is changing dynamically. As a leading 
provider of telecommunication services, it creates trends in 
development of customer needs and requirements.

This dynamic affects all aspects of VIVACOM’s activity and 
in particular, the management of human resources and 
providing a work environment in which employees feel 
motivated to achieve higher results. The Company has 
innovative practices that meet the strategic goals related to 
the employee’s development and satisfaction.

Through its human resources policy VIVACOM promotes 
the development and realization of its employees. In 
an industry undergoing constant evolution, professional 
development of employees is a challenge to the 
competitiveness of each company. That is why VIVACOM 
relies on trainings that satisfy both long-term business goals 
of the Company and the personal aspirations of employees. 
Furthermore, the organization strictly follows policy of 
fighting corruption, respect of human rights and gender 
equality in leadership positions, and does not discriminate 
its employees with respect to their age, sex, education or 
religion.
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As a result of the constant striving of the Company to 
improve the working environment and the prospects for its 
employees, at the end of 2015 VIVACOM conducted the first 
employee engagement survey. Thanks to it were identified 
potential areas for improvement. As one of the most important 
among them stood out the possibility of development and 
career advancement in the Company. In order to increase the 

motivation and the level of expertise of employees, in 2016 
the Company created four new expert programs in addition to 
the existing programs for Key employees, Top sales people and 
Sales experts in the retail network. The new expert programs 
provide higher remuneration, more benefits, additional training 
programs and a higher level in the hierarchy. The programs 
included 305 employees.

Higher quality of life is directly related to the balance 
between personal and professional sphere of every active 
person. In addition to teleworking, part-time and flexible 
schedule working, VIVACOM offers and develops various 
sports and cultural initiatives with its program VIVA People. 
The Company has teams in volleyball, football, basketball, 
running, tennis and cycling, which participate in various 

tournaments and charity events. In the Central Office every 
week outside working hours are held yoga classes and folk 
dances. In the field of culture the program provides tickets 
for musical and theatrical performances, and for all major 
holidays are organized various entertainment activities for 
children of employees.

VIVACOM has a long-term investment in care for its em-
ployees and as a part of it in 2016 the Company encour-
aged them to move around protecting the environment, to 
practice their hobby or just to enjoy a pleasant experience, 
by engaging in the campaign “With bike to work.”

As a part of the campaign, in order to secure bike parking, 
in VIVACOM’s premises across the country were designated 
special areas with restricted access and in front of the build-
ings were installed bicycles stands. To make the cyclists 

more visible on the road, they were given orange reflective 
stripes “With bike to work.”

Nearly 200 employees felt inspired and joined the summer 
initiative. They started moving to work on two wheels, and 
the most proactive among them even turned into ambas-
sadors for the sustainable development of the telecom – by 
continuing to bike to work in the months with less favorable 
weather conditions.

In 2016, in the Company was created another mentorship 
program. It is aimed at newcomers in the teams, 
responsible for construction and maintenance of 
telecommunications network and infrastructure. The 
program started with 50 mentors who work on individual 
development plans with their new colleagues. Over the past 
year was also successfully launched a program for internal 
technical training – VIVATECH. 

The initiative aims to increase efficiency by sharing specific 
corporate knowledge and exchange of experience between 
technical, commercial and other teams. Leading the training 
are twenty five people from the Technical Directorate.

In Sales Directorate more than 100 store managers 
participated in the diverse training program of Shop 
Managers Academy. The 2 years program aims to recognize 
the contribution of the most successful managers who show 
high sales results and leadership qualities. In 2016 also 
graduated another class of Sales Academy – a program of 
training and development of sales employees in Corporate 
Sales, which for tenth consecutive year is preparing 
successful sales staff.

The internship program of VIVACOM continues to be one of the 
largest in the country. In 2016, 75% of the year-round and 47% 
of the summer interns were hired on permanent positions.

5.2.2.  Personnel Recruitment, Development 
and Retention 

InspiringVIVACOM ЦЕННОСТИ

Ivaylo Hristov, Junior Project Manager at Technical Directorate

“What motivates me is the great approach of my colleagues, as well as the support and 
understanding I receive from my mentor and my immediate superior. Most of all I like the 
focus on solving the problems that arise, and that when someone more experienced sees 
the desire of development and interest in the work, he always tries to help with whatever 
he can.
I like challenges and as a next step, I see myself leading one of the more important stra-
tegic projects of the Company. In the long run – time will tell.”

Corporate Sales Experts 
program for Corporate Sales 
Directorate

Technical Experts 
program for the technical branches

Customer service experts 
program for employees of the 
Customer Service Experts Centre 
for Customer Service

VIVACOM Experts  
program for all the other 
departments in the Company

37 148

25 95

VIVA People

With Bike to Work
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In October 2016 for the second consecutive year was 
conducted an employee engagement survey. 80% of 
employees, which is 4% more than the previous year, 
shared their opinion about the Company, answering a series 
of questions.

Analysis of the survey shows that despite the downward 
trend of engagement in the sector, the level of commitment 
of VIVACOM’s employees has increased by 4% compared to 
2015, reaching 54% for 2016.

The results in all areas are higher, but those with the 
biggest growth compared to 2015 are:

• Rewards and recognition;

• Training and development;

• Autonomy in decision-making and empowerment.

Top-rated areas remain the same as in 2015, with an 
average growth of 4%:

• Relationships with supervisors (reflects the manner of 
work organization and management of teams from their 
immediate supervisors) – 71%;

• Diversity and inclusion (shows that our Company 
appreciate and accept diversity) – 70%;

• Cooperation (referring to the relationships between 
colleagues) – 65%.

The results show that the Company has reached correct 
conclusions and that its efforts are aimed in the right 
direction. After the first employee engagement survey were 
created focus groups with representatives from different 
departments who shared suggestions and ideas for future 
improvements.

In this regard, VIVACOM implemented the following 
innovations:

• Improving the working environment with the possibility 
of teleworking;

• Regular meetings with the top management of the 
Company;

• Programs with experts and 4 levels of specialists;

• New levels of compensation – base salary in different 
departments;

• Task bonuses for projects of priority for the Company;

• Lower prices for the purchase of devices;

• New business tariff plans, more megabytes and TV 
channels for the employees.

In 2017 again will be held a series of focus groups, in which 
more than 200 employees will give their suggestions for 
improvements.

5.2.3. Employee Engagement 5.2.4. Culture

VIVACOM Art Hall

In recent years VIVACOM Art Hall was established as a 
leading art space in Sofia, with a clear ambition to promote 
and develop contemporary art in our country, whether 
Bulgarian or foreign. The gallery focuses mainly on 
contemporary photography, but also expands its activities 
by becoming a modern centre for contemporary culture. 
Besides exhibitions, in VIVACOM Art Hall are organized 
dance and theatre performances, movie screenings, art 
installations, literary readings and cultural initiatives. In 
2016, the gallery hosted 19 exhibitions and 59 events.

In 2016, among the most impressive events in VIVACOM Art 
Hall were the photographic exhibitions of two major stars of 
world music and art scenes: Lenny Kravitz and Bryan Adams. 
Their emblematic exhibitions were presented in partnership 
with MUSIZ Foundation. The photography projects FLASH 
by Lenny Kravitz and ASCENSION by Mathieu Bitton, 
Kravitz’s personal photographer, are united in an exhibition, 
traveling from Los Angeles to different European capitals. 
The photographs of the singer capture moments of its 
tours, during which he directs his camera at the audience, 
which becomes a subject of his creative expression. The 
exhibition’s premiere was followed by a lecture by Mathieu 
Bitton and Austrian gallerist Peter Coeln, whose idea was 

to join the two projects. During the lecture Bitton shared 
stories about his long-time work with a number of stars, 
and the gallerist drew a parallel between the environment 
in which artists are working in this field in Bulgaria and 
Austria.

Thanks to VIVACOM Art Hall and the partnership with MUSIZ 
Foundation, in Sofia were welcomed also the photography 
series EXPOSED / WOUNDED of Bryan Adams. The exhibition 
arrived from the Museum of Photography in Stockholm 
and was opened by the legendary rock musician himself. 
In EXPOSED Adams’s camera captures stunning pictures of 
celebrities such as Queen Elizabeth II, Mick Jagger, Dustin 
Hoffman, Sting, Monica Bellucci, Kate Moss, Sean Penn 
and Mickey Rourke, and the WOUNDED series includes 30 
portraits of young British soldiers who suffered serious 
life-changing injuries during their missions in Iraq and 
Afghanistan.

In 2016, VIVACOM Art Hall also hosted exhibitions 
and promoted a number of Bulgarian artists like the 
photographers Victor Chuchkov, Ivaylo Petrov, Mihail Zaimov, 
Temelko Temelkov, the contemporary ballet dance company 
“Arabesque” and others.
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Gergana Moudova, MUSIZ Foundation:

“VIVACOM Art Hall meets the highest international standards for gallery and exhibition spaces. It 
established itself as a place that greets the different genres in the cultural life of Sofia. VIVACOM Art 
Hall and the platform “Masters of Photography” have joined efforts in the development and promo-
tion of contemporary art and photography.
United by their common cause they made VIVACOM Art Hall and Sofia visible on the international 
cultural scene, showcasing the work of stars like Bryan Adams, Lenny Kravitz, Ryan McGinley and 
Harry Benson.”

5.3. Innovative

We create new opportunities. We turn 
technology into innovative solutions that 
make our lives  easier and more exciting.

CineLibri Film Festival

Partnerships with publishing houses

In 2016 VIVACOM provided general support and partnership 
for the unique cinematic-literary festival CineLibri, which 
took place for the second year in Sofia and 6 other cities in 
the country. The festival is an initiative of Colibri Publishing 
House and it was inspired by the love of quality literature, 
the magic of cinema and the way they interact. The 
selection of CineLibri encompasses screen adaptations of 
literary masterpieces and classics, as well as new films 
based on modern European and world prose. The screenings 
are accompanied by creative discussions featuring 

renowned public figures, film and visuals art experts and 
literary critics, as well by special events with participation 
of Bulgarian and foreign artists, interactive workshops, 
meetings with the authors of the literary works and the 
creators of their screen adaptations.

The festival was visited by an audience of over 17,000 
people and presented over 100 screenings of 19 quality 
movies – new productions as well as classic motion pictures.

In the years VIVACOM developed partnerships with the 
most prestigious Bulgarian publishing houses. The Company 
supports publishing of children’s and young adult books, 
and provides the gallery space of VIVACOM Art Hall for the 

presentation of quality literary works. In 2016, the telecom 
published 3 books together with Ciela Publishing House and 
presented new titles of various publishing houses in its art 
space.

The Reading Room (Chitalnyata)

As part of its corporate social responsibility, VIVACOM 
traditionally works towards long-term development and 
promotion of cultural and education activities in the 
society. The Company is a partner of the first public city 
library – The Reading Room, which offers a wide selection 
of contemporary Bulgarian and foreign literature. The 
Reading Room is located in Sofia City Garden. The operating 

principle is for anyone who wants to get a free library card 
to donate a book in order to complement the catalogue. The 
cardholder has access not only to the donated books, but 
also to selected collection of luxury arts and photography 
books.
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Creation

Technological

Development

Launching

of a specialized department that 
works on innovative projects 
with corporate clients – Special 
Projects, M2M Solutions and 
Innovations

partnership with start-up 
organization to help families 
with children with autism

and implementation of 
SMART Wi-Fi zones for the 
banking sector

innovative project in the 
field of education and 
promotion of reading
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Today telecoms around the world are facing a significant 
challenge to change their traditional business models that 
until recently were only focused on their key mobile and 
fixed services.

The turning point of the change is the way in which 
consumers are already using their mobile devices and 
networks, and this places new demands on operators and 
resolution providers. We live in dynamic digital times, giving 
way to a new generation of telecom services. Today we 
tangibly seek to have access to anything, anytime and from 
anywhere in the world – payment services, management 
of our homes, cars and entertainment. Communications 
are entering in different spheres of our lives – from traffic 
organization to provision of access to education and health.

In line with these global trends and the desire of VIVACOM 
to be an innovator in serving today’s digital generation 
in Bulgaria in mid-2016 was created a new department 
at Corporate Sales Directorate – Special Projects, M2M 
Solutions and Innovations. Its main objective is to offer 
innovative solutions in an efficient manner, addressing 
specific customers’ needs and requirements. The 
department is tasked to proactively seek potential business 

niches and to offer corporate clients telecom services which 
will help the development of their business.

Specific projects in which the team operates are related 
to urban video surveillance for prevention and control, 
control systems and vehicle fleet management, intelligent 
transport systems, e-health, e-education and integrated 
solutions for remote control and remote monitoring.

With the help of its new department VIVACOM reports 
advances in two major areas – for the society and for the 
organization itself. On the one hand, by offering innovative 
solutions, we develop the potential of our current 
customers. They in turn are beginning to realize more and 
better products and services to their clients so together 
we contribute to economic and social progress in general. 
On the other hand, with the increase in M2M (Machine to 
Machine) solutions, which are the basis for development 
and mass influx of Internet of things, our Company acquires 
a huge number of new customers in the form of a variety 
of machines. Moreover, this happens at a time when in 
developed markets, the number of new customers now can 
hardly be increased, while revenues from voice services are 
decreasing.

5.3.1.  Innovation – the Driving Force of 
Technological Sector

Radosveta Kalcheva, Senior Manager Corporate Clients in VIVACOM:

“If the Internet of Things is the new revolution that will radically change people’s lives, VIVACOM is 
among its first adherents in Bulgaria. We are drawing experience from internationally renowned IT 
vendors and global technology giants to offer unique and specially made “end to end” solution to our 
partners at local level.”
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VIVACOM is a Company which persists on building lasting 
relationships with its customers. We firmly hold the belief 
that we meet success only when our partners are successful 
and competitive in their respective spheres of activity.

The banking and financial sector is one of our top priorities. 
We invest considerable effort and resources in creating 
innovative technological solutions to serve the needs of this 
branch, and as a result, over the years we have been able 
to build successful relationships with various organizations.

For more than 10 years one of our clients has been CIBANK, 
which uses several types of telecom services provided by 
VIVACOM. Thanks to the high quality and excellent network 
coverage the bank receives fixed and mobile telephony, 
conforming completely to its internal needs, as well as 
high-speed Internet services and data transmission. On the 
other hand, VIVACOM provides the IT connectivity between 
all of CIBANK’s offices as well as the connection with the 
bank’s Central data center.

In 2016 the telecom implemented a useful and innovative 
solution for the whole sector – the so-called SMART 
Wi-Fi zones in the offices of the bank. This is a service 
which helps financial institutions to break the clichés of 
the industrial conservatism by improving significantly 

end users’ customer experience. Customers receive free 
internet access in the branches and the ability to get 
informed quickly and easily about the latest products 
offered by the bank. For Cibank wishes and interests of 
customers standing in the foreground, the bank actively 
use feedback from their side to continuously improve the 
quality of their services.

 Last, but no not least, by using the SMART Wi-Fi zone the 
bank is able to promote its mobile application for online 
banking: an area which has become the absolute focal 
point in the development of the entire banking sector. 
The digitization of the banking services will help free a 
considerable part of the bank’s human resources who will be 
able to actively operate in offering additional services and 
consultations to their customers. The results have indicated 
over 30% growth in the use of CIBANK’s mobile application as 
a result of the implementation of the SMART Wi-Fi zone.

Thanks to the positive synergy between VIVACOM and 
CIBANK the first phase of the project was implemented in 
only 3 months. During this period SMART Wi-Fi zones were 
installed in 30 offices across the country. The second phase 
saw the inclusion of another 20 bank offices. The service 
was met with a considerable degree of satisfaction of the 
part of bank’s customers around the country.

At the heart of inventions that are altering our way of 
life, often stay personal stories that inspire. The desire 
to overcome the difficulties and the refusal to reconcile 
with the restrictions become a springboard for develop-
ment. In the basis of innovative invention, supported by 
VIVACOM, also stands a personal story and a strong social 
cause. Technology designed to provide reliable protection 
of children with autism was created by programmer and 
parent of an 11-year-old child with autism. CAPPLO inven-
tion is a technological innovation worldwide. The device 
is a small plate that can be placed in a specially designed 
garment and functions on the basis of advanced software 
program and web-based platform. It sends signals that 
parents monitor on their mobile phone, laptop or tablet 
according to settings that are set. The device registers 
any change in the child’s condition and in cases of de-
viation sends SMS and audible signal to the parent and 
to persons of his circle of trusted people. This provides 
protection that is more reliable for children with autism, 
greater security for their families and builds a commu-
nity of adherents. Web-based platform saves all data on 

children’s lives every day. The information gathered can 
be applied to analysis and research in scientific research, 
academic, therapeutic and pharmaceutical centers.

Thanks to support from VIVACOM within a trial period of 
six months 30 Bulgarian families with children with au-
tism were given the opportunity to try out this innovative 
invention. VIVACOM assisted by providing technology and 
financing development and pilot phase of the project, 
including applications for the device – web platform and 
SMS notifications. The Company traditionally supports 
start-up initiatives and CAPPLO is not only a high-tech 
invention and product of a start-up company, but is also 
a social cause that will help substantially many people 
worldwide. After passing the test phase product aims to 
become widely available and in this way again through 
innovation and technological solutions, it helps to over-
come serious social and personal challenges. CAPPLO has 
no analogue in the world and Bulgaria is the first country 
in which children with autism and their families test this 
invention.

5.3.2.  Innovative Projects with Customers 5.3.3.  CAPPLO – Innovative Technology for 
Reliable Protection of Children with Autism

Teodor Mladenov, Administrative Director at CIBANK:

“In the environment of an extremely competitive telecommunications market VIVACOM stands out 
not only with its innovations, but also with its personal approach and immediate reaction to the 
needs of its clients. Our cooperation is built on the basis of partnership, a fair and stable relationship 
which has been extremely beneficial not only for the two parties but also for our customers.
The technological solutions which VIVACOM has provided help us a lot in the process of digitization 
of the services which is currently deployed in the banking sector. Thanks to these solutions we have 
been able to provide more convenience and greater protection and security for our customers while 
as a bank, we now enjoy a much easier and faster communication exchange with our business 
partners.” 
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5.4. Honest

We communicate clearly and openly. We 
share our experience and knowledge. We say 
what we do and we do what we say.

As a Company that has already experienced its digital 
transformation and sees the potential of online 
communication channels in strategic plan, VIVACOM seeks 
to support their maximum development. This includes the 
media, which in recent years force their strong presence 
online and try to communicate with the people of the 
modern generation, presenting the information in a way 
accessible for them.

Such media is Egoist.bg, which started in 2016. It 
revived the distinctive open and uncompromising way 
of communication and commenting on social reality, 
emblematic of the eponymous magazine of the 90-ies 
of the 20th century, but in an innovative online form. 
Ever since its debut the web site stated its intentions 
to be modern and visionary glimpse of Bulgarian 
journalism, not only with its daily content, but also 
with the realization of special projects. Such is the 
standing column, which VIVACOM supports since its first 
edition – VIVACOM LETTER. The name is abbreviation in 
Bulgarian of the basic concept –We Look Intelligently 
through Social Media Online. The column itself combines 
the most interesting posts, photos, comments, tweets 
and everything intriguing, what has happened in social 
media the day before, selected by the editors of Egoist.
bg. The column is daily and synthesizes all Bulgarian 
and world news of the day for which readers would like 
to be informed. This is because every important event 
gets its response in social media, and often they are 
the generator of events and trigger specific actions on 
pressing social issues. 

The innovative approach of presenting information in form 
of online column is in line with the aspiration of VIVACOM 
to search for, to develop and provide its customers with 
unconventional and modern forms of communication.

Even in the era of social media and constant flow of 
information society needs its sustainable values and virtues 
to continue its development in the right direction. Books 
are one of the most valuable sources of stored wisdom and 
achievements of generations. Trends in recent years show that 
young people read less and less. For VIVACOM education has 
always been a priority area for the development of socially 
responsible policy, but the topic of reading in today’s world 
requires an entirely new approach of presenting it to young 
people. School system largely fails to attract them to the 
vast world of books and to make it interesting for the new 
“technological” generation. That is why our Company together 
with the influential Bulgarian daily “24 Hours” initiated the 
campaign “18 Books for Your Literary Maturity” which set itself 
the ambitious task to draw attention of seniors to literature. 

With the help of 32 prominent experts –writers, publishers, 
translators, journalists, academics, artists and scientists, 
were selected 18 books that could built a solid foundation 
for personal development of a young person on the 
threshold of adolescence and could prepare him for the 
vicissitudes of life. To form the final list were also counted 
the votes of more than 65,000 readers of “24 hours” 
newspaper. The selection of 18 book titles has reached 
an audience of more than 600,000 people online and 
the Ministry of Education and Science as a partner in the 
campaign undertook to send it to all Bulgarian schools as an 
“Optional reading list.” VIVACOM shares the conviction that 
the interest of young people to reading can be provoked 
by innovative approaches, such as avoiding the obliging 
form of school’s reading lists. The variety of literary works 
listed in “18 Books for Your Literary Maturity” ranged from 
timeless classics as “The Little Prince”, through dystopia 
“1984” to more contemporary “Harry Potter”, providing 
a multilayer and alternative look at the books the new 
generation needs.

5.3.4. Media Partnerships 
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Honest

10 89%
seconds is the average 
waiting time in queue before 
service

of calls are serviced within 
30 seconds

In 90% 3
of cases, clients connecting to 
the Customers Service Center 
receive complete information 
and assistance they need

meetings “For VIVACOM with 
Atanas Dobrev” conducted with 
employees in the reporting year

VIVACOM maintains a regular dialogue and open commu-
nication with its customers for maximum transparency in 
relationships with them. The Company provides more than 
4.9 million services and has an extremely rich portfolio of 
telecommunication services. Our main task is to provide 
continuously quality service to our customers by providing 
them with clear information in the shortest possible time. 
The constant feedback from them helps us to anticipate and 
respond to their expectations.

For VIVACOM customers are at the center of each activity. 
The constant feedback from them helps us to anticipate 
and respond to their expectations. For that reason, their 
service is entrusted to 500 experts in five specialized 
teams who offer the best solution for each user de-

pending on his needs and preferences. The teams work 
in close relationship with their colleagues from stores, 
which greatly facilitates corporate communication with 
consumers.

Besides direct contact with experts, VIVACOM offers to its 
customers also an online platform for self-service. VIVA On-
line provides information on the various services of telecom 
and gives customers access to information concerning the 
services used by him at any time.

In 2016, we continued to improve the quality of our service 
by developing electronic invoicing by email; we improved 
our internal information systems and ensured regular train-
ing of employees in the Customer Service Center.

Elena Assenova, Director of Customer Service

“In recent years our customers have significantly improved their knowledge and skills to work with 
new technologies. We believe that we as a leading telecom have helped them for this by providing 
useful information and precisions explanations on products and services. Today, most of our customers 
have self-confidence of technologically educated people and they appeal to us for assistance in the 
more complex technical problems.”

5.4.1. Customer Service

KPI* Call Center Front Office 2015 2016

Abandonment rate (ABR) 
Percentage of calls offered that were abandoned in the CSR** queue before 
speaking with a CSR

5% 6%

Service level (SL) 
Percentage of calls offered that are answered by CSR within 30 seconds 

89% 89%

Average waiting time (AWT) 
The average waiting time for a call in the CSR queue before being served 

11 sec. 10 sec.

* Key Performance Indicators
** Customer Service Representative
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Honest

The advent of new technologies in urban management 
is one of the major accents in the concept called Internet 
of Things. We are witnessing unfavorable global urban 
trends expressed in the concentration of the greater part 
of the population in the bigger cities and the resulting 
problems of environmental pollution, growing traffic 
complications and aggravation of the issue of safety in 
the megalopolises; impeded access to quality education, 
healthcare and professional development for the resi-
dents of the smaller settlements. These challenges are 
not alien to Bulgaria and the solutions for such burning 
issues can also be found through technology.

A major driving force for the introduction of high-tech 
solutions in the management of urban areas are the 
municipalities. It is none other but the organs of local 
governance which are called upon to provide for better 
living conditions for the population on local level. But 
along with all the advantages and opportunities which 
technology provides for the people a number of issues 
spring up which are related to security, protection of pri-
vacy and the information provided to the citizens. This is 
why municipalities find it important to work with trusted 
and stable telecom on which they can count for reliable 
and open communication.

VIVACOM is a longtime partner of the National Associa-
tion of Municipalities in Bulgaria (NAMB). The Company 
not only supports the traditional annual meetings of the 
local municipal authorities but maintains a constant con-

tact with the branch organization in order to be able to 
submit to the institutions of the state all new and useful 
solutions in the sphere of Smart Cities. Being a techno-
logical leader on the market our organization continuous-
ly develops, and is able to offer to the municipalities, the 
innovations which become the engines for the develop-
ment of the local economy and overall prosperity.

For example, one of the most popular services, already 
successfully operating in a number of settlements, are 
the free Wi-Fi zones. VIVACOM has built over 3,000 Wi-Fi 
points throughout the country and with their help each 
municipality could provide its citizens with easy and fast 
access to information.

Another major area of cooperation with the municipali-
ties is the building and installation of video surveillance 
equipment in the cities. The intelligent monitoring 
systems are developed to help fight crime and to ensure 
safety and security for the citizens.

In recent years, the application of various traffic con-
trol solutions has expanded considerably. They serve to 
contribute significantly to resolving the numerous acute 
problems related to traffic and the parking spaces in the 
big cities. In this sphere VIVACOM has already imple-
mented a number of successful projects for an integrated 
urban transport control, including traffic lights control 
and parking areas in several municipalities around the 
country.

Along with the advantages and unlimited opportunities for 
communication exchange provided by contemporary tech-
nologies, their development also creates prerequisites for 
abuse of sensitive information. We are becoming witnesses 
of a growing number of cyber-attacks which affect both 
companies and ordinary users.

VIVACOM is an organization which operates with large 
databases, not only of its customers but also of its own, 
Company data, concerning its operations. Such are strategic 
development plans, financial results, research and devel-
opment of new products and services and other types of 
sensitive corporate information.

The Company has a clear understanding of the potential 
risks of hacker attacks, human errors or malicious actions in 
dealing with the most valuable asset of our day. Protecting 
confidentiality, integrity and the availability of corporate 
information assets and risk management are an important 
part of the Company’s strategy. For the realization of this 
task a number of different policies and systems are brought 
in place and in early 2016 a special directorate was set 
up, named Protection of corporate information. Its main 
function is to support the realization of VIVACOM’s business 
mission by protecting sensitive Company data. The mainte-
nance of a specialized unit which is to bear the responsibil-
ity for information security has proven to be good corporate 
policy adopted by major international companies.

VIVACOM’s directorate operates in two main directions. The 
first is to establish, improve and monitor the technical and 
methodological tools for controlling information flows. This 
applies to all kinds of work channels: receiving and sending 
data via email, cloud spaces for sharing files, external 
memory usage, disks etc. The setting up and adherence to 
clear rules on the acceptable ways of working with service 
information are a mandatory precondition for ensuring 
information security.

Secondly, VIVACOM considers the conscious behavior and 
responsibility of its employees, which could minimize the po-
tential for information leaks. Training the staff in this aspect 
is also a part of the activities of the Protection of corporate 
information directorate. The unit has the difficult task of 
monitoring the ways the personnel processes corporate data 
and of removing the errors in the actions of employees who 
may be posing a risk and harm the organization. This, howev-
er, must be achieved without obstructing the daily work of 
the Company’s employees and without creating unnecessary 
difficulties and restrictions. For this purpose the employees 
must fully understand the importance of their actions and not 
to underestimate the dangers, to which they may become 
victims by negligence.

5.4.2. Cooperation with the Municipalities 5.4.3. Protection of Corporate Information

Assoc. Prof. Ginka Chavdarova, CEO of the National Association of Municipalities in Bulgaria:

“Bulgarian municipalities are now facing major challenges regarding urban development and im-
proving the living conditions of the citizens. This can be achieved only by using the latest available 
technologies and we are delighted that VIVACOM has become our trusted and reliable partner which 
will help us modernize our cities and which will serve as another convincing reason to keep people 
here, at home, instead of looking for opportunities in some far off land.”
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5.5. Dynamic

We anticipate our customer needs and are 
committed to deliver them. We achieve 
results quick lyand in high quality within 
competitive environment.

Code of Ethics

The Code of Ethics of VIVACOM declared commitment of all 
Company employees to work honestly, responsibly and to 
the highest ethical standards with all interested parties. Em-
ployees realize the importance to preserve and build upon 
the reputation of VIVACOM, following the ethical rules, to 
enable the Company to achieve its purposes common to all.

VIVACOM recalls the importance of ethical norms of work, 
and every year they come to life in a thematic campaign, 
which includes the majority of employees.

For example, in 2016 the standards of work were embod-
ied in funny dialogues with comic book characters. Every 
employee, who decided to put their knowledge of ethics of 
the Company to test in the game, received a certificate for 
successfully passing through the 20 rules of the Code of Eth-
ics of VIVACOM. This not only motivated colleagues to “play” 
honestly, but also reminded them the sense of belonging to 
the VIVACOM community.

5.4.4. Corporate Culture

“For VIVACOM with Atanas Dobrev” is an internal campaign 
aimed at employees, which is purposed to answer all their 
questions on topics related to the Company. In this way we 
provide answers to some of the most important issues for 
the present and the development of the telecom. Initiative 
for this campaign was prompted by the desire to improve 
the relationship and communication between senior 
management and employees – significant for the Company 
theme formulated as a result of the first survey of employ-
ee engagement.

During the campaign, each employee in the organization 
has the opportunity to ask questions in five categories. 
At later stage employees themselves choose the most 

significant among them by voting in a specially developed 
website. The questions gathered the most points were an-
swered live within a meeting with the CEO of the Company. 
The meeting is transmitted via online streaming, to be 
available throughout the Company, and the issues that fall 
into it, obtain written personal reply personally by Atanas 
Dobrev.

The project is not only a campaign, but also a regular 
practice for feedback, which is held every quarter and so far 
has addressed more than 150 questions from employees. 
In 2017 it is going to be upgraded with the participation of 
other Managing Board members.

“For VIVACOM with Atanas Dobrev”
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IPTV
VIVACOM is with the 

highest 
overall score among the four 
largest providers of TV services 
in Bulgaria, according to a survey 
conducted in November 2016

Creation  
of a specialized Digital and 
Commercial Marketing 
department

Reaching 

268,000 
followers in the most popular 
social network in Bulgaria – 
Facebook

Establishment  
of sport as a major sphere of 
importance for society in which 
the Company has long-term 
investments

Dynamic

The telecommunications services market constantly evolves: 
diversity, speed and technology are already no sufficient 
conditions for meeting customer’s needs. What is demand-
ed now is ease of operation, flexibility, opportunities – such 
as the ability to combine and model services and tariffs 
with only a few clicks.

VIVACOM’s answer comes in two main directions – flexibility 
and digitization. The success of this approach is measured 
with the establishment of an environment of meaningful 
competition, satisfied customers and growing revenues. We 
believe that VIVACOM can be the technological leader on 
the Bulgarian market – offering the latest technology and 
high-speed data connections in line with current day global 
trends, such as the Internet of Things and Smart Cities.

Our world is centered around the customers. We work to 
conform with their expectations by offering many options 
and opportunities for a “do-it-yourself” independent man-
agement. We believe that the digitalization of telecom ser-
vices is inevitable and therefore we are investing increas-
ingly in this field. The market has forced us to shift from 
quality services to minimum services with a strong empha-
sis on self-service. Users require a better and easier life and 
this is why we are working in the direction of introducing 

advanced solutions which, in current day Bulgaria, are still 
not associated with the operations of a telecom – insurance 
and financial services, telemedicine, cloud services and 
connected homes. We are aware of the fact that we can be 
the engine of the digital revolution and will do everything 
possible to capitalize our potential.

As far as Bulgarian telecommunications are concerned, 2016 
was marked as “the year of speed”. The development of 
the Internet – mobile and fixed broadband – was the key 
moment for all operators and consumers and the 4G service 
was the focal point for the mobile services market. 

VIVACOM remains the telecom with highest Net Promoter 
Score and the highest rate of customer satisfaction.

The marketing research, performed by the specialized 
agency “Market Test”, indicates that VIVACOM has the 
highest overall score among the four largest TV providers 
in Bulgaria. The survey includes the consumer’s personal 
assessment of the quality of the television signal, sound 
and picture broken down by type of television service ren-
dered – interactive, satellite and cable – as well as by type 
of accessed TV channels – HD and SD respectively. According 
to the ranking of the participants in this market survey:

5.5.1. Market – VIVACOM Positioning

VIVACOM IPTV 
ranks first in 
the overall 

list among all 
providers tested 

in the survey

VIVACOM holds 
first place among 
the providers of 
satellite digital  

TV (DTH)

VIVACOM is also 
first among 

the providers 
of interactive 

television (IPTV)

Based on the 
ranking of HD 
interactive TV 

channels VIVACOM 
(IPTV) ranks first
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Dynamic

We aim to support customers in making informed decisions by providing a customized service to meet their specific needs 
and interests. Thus, understanding customer attitudes and expectations is important to VIVACOM. We use various qualitative 
and quantitative research methods in order to monitor customers’ satisfaction from our services. Such indicator in the Net 
Promotion Score (NPS), which measures customers’ willingness to promote our services to others. The overall score by 
segments shows that VIVACOM is the operator with highest NPS on the Bulgarian market.

Through its slogans VIVACOM is perceived by the Bulgarian population as a telecommunications company, providing its 
clients a complete portfolio of products and services, closer to its customers, meeting their consumer needs, as well as 
a modern, dynamic Company offering the latest products and services. Over 60% of the country’s population assesses 
positively the slogans of the Company.
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Dynamic

According to the survey conducted by the National 
Statistical Institute (NSI) in 2016, 63.5% of households in 
Bulgaria have Internet access in their homes; with growth 
by 4.4% compared to 2015. 62.8% of households have a 
fast and reliable broadband connection including fixed cable 
connection and an Internet connection through a network 
of mobile operators.

The same study shows that in 2016 58.1% of the population 
aged between 16 and 74 use the Internet every day or at 
least once a week. These data demonstrate how dynamically 
technologies are developing and how quickly our daily lives 
become digital. Following its long-term strategy for the 
digital transformation of the Company, VIVACOM formed a 
new specialized department – Digital marketing and sales. 
The activities of the unit identify and manage marketing 
communication of the Company with customers online. This 
includes a corporate website and a channel in YouTube, and 
overall advertising strategy in digital channels. Their specificity, 
unlike traditional “offline” advertising platforms, allows 
any company to better understand its customers and their 
needs and to offer them adequate content that is relevant to 
their needs at any time.The specialized department is also 
responsible for the positioning and performance of the brand 
VIVACOM in our own sales network.

Last year one of the trends in online conduct was 
migration from the use of desktop computers to surf 
the Internet on mobile devices. Nearly 65% of Facebook 
consumers use the platform on tablet or smartphone. 
Smart devices are now an assistant in daily life of the 
modern consumer: from a review of social networks 
or calling a taxi to online banking. This gives scope for 
creating new products and services that completely 
change the industry. VIVACOM accounts global trends 
and offers locally innovative services such as application 
TV GO, through which the customers can watch live 
their favorite TV shows through a mobile device on 
the go, wherever located. It is implemented using OTT 
(Over the Top) platform of the Company, enabling also 
the functioning of interactive television (IPTV). This 
allows customers to seamlessly switch watching the 
same content from a TV to a mobile device, and to use 
features such as pause and record using the mobile TV 
service.

Digitization finds its way into VIVACOM stores. In 2016, 50 
of our telecom sales outlets had online information system 
that enables customers to evaluate the service in stores. 
Implementation of this system is forthcoming in more 
commercial areas of our Company.

Avgustin Milanov, Senior Manager, Digital and Commercial Marketing: 

“Digital marketing is no longer just a part of the marketing strategy of the Company. Today’s world 
is “digital.” As a part of it we focus on to be closer to our customers and to respond immediately to 
their needs.”

In recent years, social networks have established them-
selves as one of the most dynamic communication chan-
nels and way to inform the public about significant events 
and themes. This is a result of two of their most important 
characteristics – speed and freedom of expression. Social 
networks mass influx took several prerequisites that are 
already a fact – the development of new technologies, 
high-speed Internet, especially for mobile data traffic, 
affordable smart phones in middle and low price segment. 
Today this gives every member of society opportunity to 
express public opinion, which can instantly reach thousands 
of people around the world through its profile on social 
networks. Only with the help of a smart phone or tablet, 
without any professional equipment and training, users can 
transmit “live” something witnessed by them and in this 
way to inform much faster than traditional media. Online is 
generated huge content that does not pass through editorial 
and therefore show an objective picture of the views of the 
community on a given topic, and what is really interesting 
about modern consumers. Last but not least, social media 

created freer forms of communication through various 
platforms for messaging, video chats and so on that bridge 
the gap between humans and even make formal communi-
cation with organizations more relaxed. These features have 
made them a considerable communication channel of any 
modern company with its customers and other interested 
parties.

VIVACOM has a corporate profile in the most popular social 
network in Bulgaria –Facebook, with 268,000 followers. 
The Company follows a strategy where it uses the channel 
as to acquaint the audience with their latest products and 
services and to provide them with interesting content for 
leisure. We rely on photos and videos and diversify content 
with games to attract fans of the brand. Usually they are 
thematic – significant historical dates, Christmas holidays, 
etc., which enable users to both have fun and learn new 
trivia. In our Facebook wall we managed to answer many 
customer inquiries in a timely manner or to direct them to 
more appropriate channels if necessary.

5.5.3. VIVACOM’s Presence in Social Networks

New fans for  
the year:  

49,972
Total reach for  

the year: 

53,933,482
Total engagement for 

the year: 

1,265,215
Total number of posts 

for the year: 

818

New fans for  
the year:  

6,466
Total reach for  

the year:  

2,951,493
Total engagement for 

the year: 

1,779,015
Total number of posts 

for the year: 

295

#VIVACOM

#VIVACOM Art Hall

With these activities for 2016 we reached:

Besides its corporate profile, our Company maintains separate Facebook pages of the most significant social 
activities in order to inform their target audiences – Operation “Spare Change”, VIVACOM Art Hall, VIVA Cognita.
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5.5.2. Digital Marketing

Proportion of households with Internet access and broadband connection
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One of the areas where dynamics is a key feature of business 
itself is the transportation and logistics. This is a sphere 
where VIVACOM has implemented a number of technological 
solutions which not only facilitate the operations of the 
companies – courier and shipping, carriers of passengers and 
cargo, taxis, etc., – but gives them what they consider to be 
of vital importance: speed. 

One of our long-term customers within this branch is Econt 
Express. The company has selected VIVACOM as its provider 
of fixed and Internet services since its very incorporation 
and market entry. As of 2009 it has put its trust in us as 
only provider of the most important services for them – the 
mobile communications. 

In addition to these services the courier company uses 
several individual solutions which are specially designed 
to meet its dynamic work pace. The tailor-made solutions 

are also able to guarantee the reliability and accuracy of 
the logistics services which Econt offers to its clients. These 
are indeed the most important indicators by which each 
and every customer evaluates the work of all shipping 
companies: speed and precision of deliveries. In fulfilling 
this mission, Econt relies on the virtual private network, 
built by VIVACOM, which is closely linked to the ERP system 
implemented in their offices. The deployed mobile IP VPN 
and the specific communication office network ensure the 
continuous 24/7/365 operation of couriers independently 
of any external factors. The company also relies heavily 
on the good coverage and the high quality of our 4G 
telecom service in order to be able to execute flawlessly its 
operations throughout the country.

5.5.4. Dynamic Solutions for Customers

Dynamic

New fans for  
the year:  

357
Total reach for  

the year:  

209,576
Total engagement for the 

year: 

9,424
Total number of posts for the 

year: 

39

New fans for  
the year:  

543
Total reach for  

the year:  

270,272
Total engagement for the 

year: 

11,967
Total number of posts for the 

year: 

57

New fans for  
the year:  

7,829
New followers for the 

year: 

363
Number tweets for the 

year: 

260
Number of profile visits 

for the year:

29,261
Impressions of tweets for 

the year:

468,900

The number of followers:  

1,641
NEW G+:  

436

Visitors 

1,477
Total visitors:

60,109

New followers for  
the year:  

449
Likes for  
the year::  

623
Comments for 

 the year: 

686
Shares for  
the year: 

620

#VIVA Cognita

#Operation “Spare Change”

#VIVACOM

#VIVACOM

#Operation “Spare Change”

#VIVACOM

VIVACOM also has accounts in other popular in Bulgaria social networks – Twitter, Google+ and Foursquare, as well as its 
own channel in the most popular video content site – YouTube.

From 2016 our telecom develops also its own chat in one of the preferred platforms for communication of young people – 
Viber. For only six months there we reached 2,780 followers to whom we daily provide interesting and useful information 
about our activities.

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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5.5.5. Supporting Bulgarian Sports
Sport is a sphere of life which engages the emotions and 
the aspirations of a considerable part of the population. 
Whether it’s a matter of professional career in sports, just 
a hobby or a source of entertainment for the numerous 
spectators and fans, sport is a major part of the day-
to-day life of the consumers. This is the main reason 
why sports are an attracting sphere for corporative 
investments of companies who aspire to be socially 
responsible. On the one hand, this way they contribute 
to the development of society by supporting activities 

which are truly important to their customers. On the 
other hand, it allows them to target their messages to 
a wider audience which has positive attitude towards 
them.

VIVACOM has a lasting tradition of supporting various 
sporting activities over the years. The Company has 
sponsored both professional teams and players, but 
also a number of children’s sport clubs and mass events, 
promoting sport for better health.
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Pavel Lefterov, race car pilot: 

“I am grateful to VIVACOM for believing in me and in 2016 we put together the foundations of a long-
term partnership. With their support, I was able to realize a very successful season and to bring joy to 
Bulgarian fans of motorsport with winning the Championship title in DTC Series (Deuitscher Touren-
wagen Cup). It is good that a big company with a long tradition supports the development of sports 
and young competitors in our country.”

5.6. Responsible

We work together and stand by the 
decisions and actions we take. We are 
responsible for our results.

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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In 2016, the operator focused its attention on several 
sporting areas: football, basketball, the Olympic Games 
and the automotive sports.

Football is a sport which enjoys the greatest popularity in 
Bulgaria. Last year VIVACOM was the official partner of two 
of the most successful professional football clubs in the 
country – PFC Levski Sofia and PFC Ludogorets. Along with 
the financial support for the teams and their youth clubs, 
the telecom has invested in a number of activities aimed 
at their supporters. Special price tariffs were set up and 
announced for fans of the two teams and in the telecom’s 
stores were organized meet-and-greets for football players 
with their fans.

That same year saw the launching of a long-term partnership 
between VIVACOM and the National Basketball League. 
As a part of this partnership, our Company has supported 
the Men’s basketball league and the special initiative for 
selecting the Most Valuable Player of the month (MVP). 
Following this commitment to the basketball and its future 
development in Bulgaria, the telecom finances the Children’s 
BC CSKA sport club. In 2016, and for the first time in the 
history of Bulgarian basketball, a match for the Supercup was 
held between the two top men’s teams. This was a charity 
event held to the benefit of a VIVACOM initiative Operation 
“Spare Change” where all players, referees and other 
participants donated their fees. This event has proved, yet 
once again, that investing in sports is an investment in the 
development of society as a whole – a conviction vigorously 
defended by the entire Company.

Undoubtedly, one of the most exciting and unifying 
sporting event in the world are the Olympic Games. The 
2016 XXXI Summer Olympic Games were held in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil and VIVACOM became an official partner of 
the Bulgarian Olympic Committee (BOC) supporting, in this 
way, our athletes in South America. To boost the patriotic 
spirit among fans at this biggest of all sporting events 
we organized a special campaign with short videos called 
“My Olympic Story” which featured our most distinguished 
Bulgarian Olympians – Tereza Marinova, Jordan Jovchev, 
Tanya Dangalakova, Yordanka Blagoeva and Rumyana 
Neykova. Their personal video addresses to the public 
were distributed online and in the social networks 
reminding thousands of Bulgarians of the sporting 
successes which boost our national pride. The telecom has 
also supported the traditional Sofia Marathon, organized 
by BOC, which took place in the October and gathered a 
record number of participants.

Modern sports have also seen the success of a number 
of young Bulgarians glorifying our country all over the 
world. In 2016 VIVACOM became the major sponsor of the 
talented Bulgarian rally car racer Pavel Lefterov, who has 
won a number of titles awarded at home and at many 
European Championships and who became National 
champion in KF3 class and Formula A, Vice-Champion 
in the European GT4 series, Nova Race and many other 
professional races. At the end of the year, this young pilot 
justified the high expectations of the fans of Bulgarian 
motorsports by becoming champion in the DTC (Deuitscher 
Tourenwagen Cup) series, Production 2.0 class.
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3,052 270
employees have undergone 
medical check-ups carried 
out in 40 cities across the 
country

organizations applied for 
VIVACOM Regional Grant

60,000 92 926
BGN in favour of projects 
in smaller settlements and 
communities

BGN collected in donation 
campaign Operation “Spare 
Change”

VIVACOM Regional Grant 
increased its support to

Mobile phones are a relatively recent invention. Although 
the debate about the negative impact of electromagnet-
ic fields has been subsiding, we cannot be completely 
sure about the long-term effects of using mobile phones 
or living near base stations. When human health is 
concerned, we prefer to approach the issue of electro-
magnetic radiation with caution. As we introduce new 
technologies, we ensure that our network and customer 

equipment meet all government safety standarts. For ex-
ample, the process of building base stations is controled 
at two-stages - at the beginning and at the end of the 
construction process. The construction of a base station 
takes between 6 to 24 months and involves consultations 
with 15 different authorities. We also work closely with 
our suppliers to ensure that the delivered products meet 
all applicable safety and regulatory requirements.

VIVACOM is the incumbent telecom operator on the Bulgarian 
market and its position carries a number of commitments 
that do not apply to other operators in Bulgaria. Such is the 
universal service obligation – the provision of fixed telephony 
for every citizen in the country. The telecom provides conver-
gent services to a wide range of consumers – business and 
residential customers, state and municipal administration. 

We are the Company that provides all types of telecom-
munications services: mobile voice, fixed telephony and 
high-speed fixed and mobile Internet, access to TV content, 
tailor-made business solutions, cloud services and access 
to infrastructure. In connection with the provision of these 
services VIVACOM is in permanent dialogue with consumers 
and the regulatory authorities – Communications Regulation 
Commission, Commission for Consumer Protection and Com-
petition Protection Commission.

Servicing millions of customers engages VIVACOM with strict 
procedures regarding administration and protection of their 
personal data. This is done in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Personal Data Protection Act and Data Protec-
tion Ordinance No 1 of 30.01.2013 regarding the minimum 
level of technical and organizational requirements and the 
acceptable methods of personal data protection. The telecom 
was regularly inspected by the Personal Data Protection 
Commission with a conclusion for compliance of Company’s 
procedures and administration of consumers’ personal data 
with applicable legislation and security requirements. For the 
reported period the Personal Data Protection Commission 

had imposed two sanctions on VIVACOM in the total amount 
of BGN 23,800. The recommendation of the Commission has 
been taken in due account and omissions were rectified. 

The sanctions imposed by the Commission for Consumer Pro-
tection are in the amount of BGN 151,600 and the sanctions 
by the Communications Regulation Commission are in the 
amount of BGN 114,000.

In 2016 VIVACOM was elected a member of the Executive board 
of the European Association of Telecommunication Operators 
(ETNO) for a 3-year mandate, as of January 1, 2017. VIVACOM is 
the first self-dependent telecom in the region, which became 
part of the strategic management of ETNO in 24 year-old histo-
ry of the organization. VIVACOM membership to ETNO’s Board is 
a strong recognition for its active position on the major topics 
of European telecom industry, namely Digital Single Market 
and transformation of the EU in a Gigabit Society. Members of 
the Association are 34 European companies, leaders in provid-
ing communication services, and 7 observers.

VIVACOM actively participates in working groups, estab-
lished by governmental bodies for legislative amendments, 
beneficial for Bulgarian economy. In 2016, representatives of 
the Company participated in the drafting process of Electronic 
communications networks and physical infrastructure Bill that 
will facilitate and encourage the deployment of high-speed 
electronic communications networks by promoting joint use 
of existing physical infrastructure and by decreasing the costs 
for deployment.

Janet Zaharieva, Chief Regulatory Adviser to the Managing Board at VIVACOM:

“VIVACOM keeps transparent and honest relations with all stakeholders in communications sector. The 
Company works actively for a telecom legal and regulatory framework that is beneficial for consumers 
and for investments in new generation networks and services. The fact that VIVACOM has been elected 
member of the MB of ETNO proves the sustainability of our contributions and commitments.”

5.6.1. Base Stations - Electromagnetic Fields

5.6.2.  Regulatory and Personal Data Protection 
and Administration 
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Caring for the health of employees and ensuring safe wor-
king conditions are among the main priorities of VIVACOM. 
As far back as ten years ago the Company developed and 
implemented a corporate policy on health and safety at 
work. Also VIVACOM is certified according to OHSAS 
18001:2007 “Occupational Health and Safety Systems” and in 

2016 the certification successfully passed an external audit. In 
2016 there were no work-related fatalities, and the accidents 
leading to absence from work for more than three days 
were 10 in 2015 and 9 in 2016. All employees with identified 
safety risks at work are provided with the necessary training, 
personal protective equipment and special work clothing.

VIVACOM is traditionally one of the most active companies 
in Bulgaria, investing in projects sustainable in time. 
We believe that adding value to society is a universal 
responsibility. So in recent years we support unreservedly 
various causes, giving a clear example of how businesses 

can collaborate with the community in favor of a better 
life for each of us. In November 2016, in the presence 
of President Rosen Plevneliev, Bulgarian Donors Forum 
declared VIVACOM the largest financial donor for 2015, with 
a sum of BGN 581,973.00 donated to charity.

5.6.3. Health and Safety at Work 5.6.4. Corporate Social Responsibility

Responsible

644

2,340

3,052

employees were trained in first aid with 
the help of the Bulgarian Red Cross

employees were trained to ensure healthy and 
safe working conditions

employees were trained in electric 
safety procedures

safety drills were conducted, 3 of which 
involved on-the-spot training for fire brigade 
personnel in a real-life setting

employees were trained to work at 
great heights

employees were provided with personal 
protective equipment and special work clothing

employees were trained for safe 
off-road driving

employees underwent medical check-ups 
carried out in 40 cities across the country

60

2,274

90
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VIVACOM Regional Grant is the result of discussions within 
the Company and discussions with Bulgarian Center for 
Nonprofit Law, a non-governmental organization with 
experience in work and support of small NGOs in the 
country. The creation of the program was prompted by the 
identification of two problems:

- High expectations of people and organizations the 
Company to support their ideas, and administrative and 
time constraints to meet these expectations; 
- Difficulties faced by small communities and organizations 
around the country to find support for their projects. Access 
for small-scale civil ideas and finding the support they 
need are difficult, funding sources are few and therefore – 
insufficient to meet the expectations.
These two problems namely led to creation of VIVACOM 
Regional Grant, whose second edition was launched 

in November 2016 with a total value BGN 60,000. The 
program again financed projects amounting to BGN 5,000, 
without limitation of areas because local organizations 
know better than anyone else what their region needs 
most. VIVACOM Regional Grant enables many different 
organizations to realize their ideas.

The results of the two editions of the program gave us 
the confidence that the initiative has the potential to 
generate significant added value by supporting regional 
development programs. In these two years applied over 
540 projects in various fields, and most of them came from 
villages and small towns.

The results show high activity of non-governmental 
organizations and institutions registered in large regional cities, 
whose activities will be devoted to small towns and villages.

Operation “Spare Change” is a national donation campaign 
VIVACOM launched in 2011. Its aim is to raise funds for 
various social causes, allowing each person to help with 
small amounts of their choice, and telecom doubles 
collected in its stores funds. For the comapny consecutive 
year the initiative aims to assist young people who 
reaching adulthood are leaving social homes without a 
secured place to live, developed social and living skills and 
educational attainment. Each year about 300 young people 
aged 18 and over, drop out of the SACP (State Agency for 
Child Protection) and are forced to leave the system. By this 
campaign VIVACOM aims to provide them with alternative, 
giving them a chance to be housed in a “House of 
Opportunity” monitored housing program of Foundation for 
Social Change and Inclusion (FSCI). The residences provide 

them with temporary shelter and thanks to the time spent 
there, young people build the necessary skills for living and 
integration into society. In the country now there are five 
apartments, of which two in the capital – the second was 
purchased thanks to last year’s campaign, which collected 
BGN 120,000 in the form of cash, products and services 
donations.

In 2016, Operation “Spare Change” launched impressively 
with participation in the Sofia Marathon and men’s 
Basketball Super Bowl, which was a charity game and 
100% of the proceeds from tickets were donated to the 
cause. Thanks to Goodwill Ambassadors – the legendary 
athlete Jordan Jovchev and singer Beloslava, Operation 
“Spare Change” received a great response from the society.

VIVACOM Regional Grant

Operation “Spare Change”

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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Nadia Shabani, Director of Bulgarian Center for Non-Profit Law:

“In these difficult times of fewer resources and motivation in the smaller towns and regions, the Regional 
Grant program supports civil energy in communities to change for better the place in which they live. The 
program is open to any idea invented by the people themselves. For second consecutive year the Regional 
Grant enjoys huge interest. The ideas are diverse – from this to create together a park in a small town 
where to walk their children, or to do things to protect young people from the war on the roads.”
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• AmCham – The American Chamber of Commerce

• TIA – The Telecommunications Industry Association

• BAIT – Bulgarian Association of Information Technologies

• BALCO – Bulgarian Association of Licensed Cable Operators

• BAPM – Bulgarian Association for People Management

• Bulgarian-Scandinavian chamber of commerce

• Bulgarian Donors Forum

• DE-CIX Management GmbH

• European Telecommunications Network

• GSM Association

• German-Bulgarian chamber of commerce and industry

• CEING – The Confederation of Employers and Industrialists in Bulgaria

• London Internet Exchange Limited

• RIPE NCC

• TERAPRO – Society for Protection of Legal Content

• BBLF – Bulgarian Business Leaders Forum

VIVACOM Integrated Management System is certified and continuously  
maintained in accordance with international standards:

 • ISO 9001:2008 
“Quality management systems” with the following scope: Provision of electronic communication 
services, including fixed voice telephone service, mobile voice telephone service under GSM and 
UMTS standard, television, Internet access, data transmission and transfer, provision of data transfer 
environment, collocation and complex technical solutions. Development and implementation of 
software development and implementation of integrated solutions and IT audit.

• ISO 14001:2004 
“Environmental Management System” and BS OHSAS 18001:2007 “Occupational Health and Safety 
Management” with the following scope: providing of electronic communication services, GSM and 
UMTS mobile voice service, television, internet access, data transfer, transmission media, collocation 
and complex technical solutions.

• ISO/IEC 27001:2013 
“Information Security Management – Requirements” with scope: Vivacom Headquarter, Data Center - 
Haydushka Polyana, Data Center - Kaspichan.

• ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 
“ IT Service management - Part 1: Service management system requirements” with scope “The IT 
service management system of BTC - VIVACOM supporting the provision of electronic communication 
and IT services in accordance with the service catalogue to business customers”.

5.6.5.  Memberships, Certifications and 
Standards

ResponsibleINTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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6. Annexes
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Annexes

6.1.  Key Performance Indicators and 
GRI G4 Content Index 

GRI G4 Content Index, Core ‘in accordance’ option

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
REPORT 2016

Indicator Description Chapter Page Verification

Strategy and analysis

G4-1 Statement by the Chief Executive Officer 4-5 No

Organizational profile

G4-3 Name of the organization About this report 3 No

G4-4 Products, services and brand Products and services 53 No

G4-5 Location of the organization’s 
headquarters Who we are 8 No

G4-6 Countries where the organization 
operates Who we are 8 No

G4-7 Nature of ownership and legal form Our organizational structure 11 No

G4-8 Markets Who we are 8 No

G4-9 Scope of the organisation
Who we are, Our operations, 
Financial results, Employees, 
Key performance indicators

8, 13, 14,  
49, 59, 98 No

G4-10 Human resources Employees, Key performance 
indicators 59, 99 No

G4-11 Employees on collective labour 
agreement Key performance indicators 99 No

G4-12 Description of supply chain Value creation and distribution 34, 35 No

G4-13 Description of significant changes during 
the reported period

About this report, Our 
organizational structure 3, 4, 11 No

G4-14 Precautionary approach/principle Risk management and 
opportunities 42, 43 No

G4-15
Charters, principles or other initiatives 
the organization has adopted or 
supports

Governance and compliance, 
Corporate culture 40, 76 No

G4-16 Memberships Memberships, Certifications and 
Standards 92 No

Identified material aspects and boundaries

G4-17

To report on all organizational structures 
included in the consolidated financial 
reports of the organization or equivalent 
documents; as well as on whether 
there are structures included in the 
consolidated financial reports of the 
organization or equivalent documents 
that are not covered by the report 

About this report 3 No

Indicator Description Chapter Page Verification

G4-18 Process of defining the report contents 
and the materiality topics margins Material topics & stakeholders 16 No

G4-19 All material aspects, determined in the 
process of defining the report content Material topics & stakeholders 17, 18, 20, 22 No

G4-20 Boundaries of material aspects inside 
the organization Material topics & stakeholders 18, 20, 22 No

G4-21 Boundaries of material aspects outside 
the organization Material topics & stakeholders 18, 20, 22 No

G4-22 Changes resulting from information 
update compared to earlier reports Energy and resource efficiency 54 No

G4-23
Considerable changes compared 
to earlier reports in aspects and 
boundaries

Material topics & stakeholders 16 No

Stakeholder engagement

G4-24 List of stakeholder groups, engaged by 
the organization Material topics & stakeholders 24, 25 No

G4-25 Stakeholder engagement – definition 
and selection Material topics & stakeholders 24 No

G4-26
Approach for stakeholder engagement, 
including frequency by groups of 
stakeholders

Material topics & stakeholders 24, 25 No

G4-27
Materiality topics addressed by 
stakeholders and actions taken by the 
organisation 

Material topics & stakeholders 24, 25 No

Report profile

G4-28 Reported period About this report 3 No

G4-29 Date of the most recent previous report About this report 3 No

G4-30 Reporting intervals About this report 3 No

G4-31 Contact person for more information 
about this report About this report 3 No

G4-32 GRI ‘in accordance’ option About this report 3 No

G4-33 Third party verification About this report 3 No

Governance

G4-34 Management structure of the 
organisation

Our organisational structure,
Governance and compliance 12, 38-40 38-40

Ethics and integrity

G4-56 Values, principles, standards and rules 
of conduct, such as Code of Conduct

Corporate mission, vision and 
values 10 No
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Indicators by material topics Unit 2015 2016

Economic    

Total revenue Thousand BGN 847,932 875,266

Operating expenses Thousand BGN 585,644 598,397

Interest expenses Thousand BGN 56,860 58,489

Dividends Thousand BGN 0 0

Share of the budget spent on local suppliers in Bulgaria % 81% 83%

Salaries and wages Thousand BGN 96,964 101,822

Taxes, social securities and fees to authorities Thousand BGN 45,391 34,473

Community investments and sponsorship Thousand BGN 3,390 4,457

Electricity consumption

Total kWh 148,699,340 151,103,742

Base stations kWh 30,854,038 29,647,735

Core and fixed networks kWh 75,677,466 79,985,728

Stores kWh 6,649,669 6,193,188

Offices (including Corporate Sales) kWh 2,191,233 3,170,969

NURTS kWh 33,326,933 32,106,122

Heating

Offices MWh 3,793 3,881

Stores MWh 213 248

Fuels

Diesel for heating Litres 1,578 4,150

incl. NURTS Litres 1,578 4,150

Diesel for electricity generation Litres 390,433 294,369

incl. NURTS Litres 51,187 45,694

Vehicle fleet

Diesel-powered vehicles Litres 1,743,748 1,897,121

incl. NURTS Litres 52,909 137,452

Petrol-powered vehicles Litres 470,192 468,976

incl. NURTS Litres 15,631 3,259

LPG-powered vehicles Litres 173,906 21,802

incl. NURTS Litres 173,906 19,306

Indicators by material topics Unit 2015 2016

Cooling agents   

R407C kg 470 439

R410 kg 159 107

Waste

Batteries Tonnes 168 244

Cables Tonnes 1,834 653

Telecom equipment Tonnes 189 282

Employees

Number of employees (female) Number 2,711 2,648

incl. NURTS Number 38 2

Number of employees (male) Number 3,503 3,487

incl. NURTS Number 264 3

Employees with permanent employment contract Number 5,916 5,862

Employees with temporary/fixed-term contract Number 298 273

Staff turnover % 14.50 14.61

Interns employed permanently in the Company Number 45 59

Fatal incidents Number 0 0

Reported incidents (led to over 3 days absence at work) Number 10 9

incl. NURTS Number 0 0

Lost calendar days due to incidents Number 568 971

incl. NURTS Number 0 0

Cases of discrimination Number 0 0

Share of employees undergoing regular performance and 
development evaluation % 100 100

Employees on collective labour agreements % 62 64

Interns employed permanently in the Company (% of the total 
number of interns) % 41 47

Annexes

Key Performance Indicators
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Year ended 
31.12.2016

Year ended 
31.12.2015

Revenue 875,266 847,932

Interconnect expenses (62,273) (46,207)

Other operating expenses (240,802) (258,879)

Materials and consumables expenses (167,540) (158,880)

Staff costs (127,780) (121,678)

Depreciation and amortization (243,365) (223,426)

Finance costs (59,769) (57,666)

Finance income 6,768 25,937

Other gains, net 5,035 18,481

Profit/(loss) before tax (14,460) 25,614

Income tax (expense)/benefit (5,150) (9,098)

Profit/(loss) for the year (19,610) 16,516

   

Other comprehensive income

Items that are or may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss:

Cash flow hedges – effective portion of changes in fair value 313, (304)

Related tax (31) 31

282 (273)

Items that will never be reclassified to profit or loss:    

Revaluation of land and investment property 153,701 (503)

Remeasurements of defined benefit liability 350 (1,184)

Related tax 138 50

(15,371) (1,637)

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of tax (138,962) (1,910)

Total comprehensive income for the year 119,352 14,606

Annexes

As of 31.12.2016 As of 31.12.2015

ASSETS

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 72,344 89,555

Trade and other receivables 150,662 118,468

Current income tax receivables 453 995

Inventories 42,543 37,063

Investments 322 137

Other current assets 11,375 11,184

Assets classified as held for sale 194 2,609

Total current assets 277,893 260,011

   

Non-current assets

Goodwill 2,049 2,049

Property, plant and equipment 766,947 823,711

Investment property 168,205 -

Intangible assets 204,123 198,801

Investments 382 382

Trade and other receivables 36,012 48,531

Other non-current assets 2,491 2,404

Deferred tax assets, net 1,486 9,549

 Total non-current assets 1,181,695 1,085,427

Total assets 1,459,588 1,345,438

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Current liabilities

Dividends payable - 3

Trade payables 77,395 90,073

Other payables 40,953 36,408

Deferred income/revenue 21,258 20,954

Current income tax liabilities 1 390

Provisions 3,905 3,472

Borrowings 12,355 20,182

Total current liabilities 155,867 171,482

Non-current liabilities

Borrowings 776,519 773,975 

6.2.  Condensed Financial 
Statements

Summary consolidated income statement

Summary consolidated statement of financial position

INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
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All figures are presented in Thousand BGN.
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Year ended 
31.12.2016

Year ended 
31.12.2015

Cash generated from operations 257,403 285,021

Interest received 194 52

Interest paid (54,345) (52,821)

Corporate income tax paid (5,436) (16,990)

Net cash from operating activities 197,816 215,262

   

Cash flows from investing activities

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment 7,976 12,512

Acquisition of PPE and intangible assets (209,806) (184,658)

Acquisition of investments - 1,148

Cash deposits with maturity greater than three months 118 (581)

Dividends received 51 -

Net cash used in investing activities (201,661) (171,579)

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from new borrowings - 39,117

Repayment of borrowings (9,779) (48,896)

Payment of finance lease liabilities (3,437) (5,377)

Net cash used in financing activities (13,216) (15,156)

   

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (17,061) 28,527

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held (150) 948

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 89,555 60,080

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 72,344 89,555

Deferred tax liabilities, net 14,644 7,744

Retirement benefit obligations 4,687 5,249

Provisions 10,540 9,977

Trade payables 2,962 3,373

Deferred income/revenue 2,914 1,535

Total non-current liabilities 812,266 801,853

Equity

Share capital 288,765 288,765

Reserves 173,578 34,966

Retained earnings 29,112 48,372

Total equity 491,455 372,103

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 1,459,588 1,345,438

Summary consolidated statement of cash flows

Summary consolidated statement of changes in equity

Share 
capital

Legal 
reserve

Reval-
uation 
reserve

Fair value 
reserve

Hedging 
reserve

Retained 
earnings Total

Balance as at 1 January 2015 288,765 28,876 7,047 - 273 32,536 357,497

Comprehensive income for the year

Profit for the year - - - - - 16,516 16,516

Total other comprehensive income - - (453) - (273) (1,184) (1,910)

Total comprehensive income for the 
year - - (453) - (273) 15,332 14,606

             

Transfer to retained earnings - land dis-
posal - - (504) - - 504 -

             

Balance as at 31 December 2015 288,765 28,876 6,090 - - 48,372 372,103

Comprehensive income for the year

Loss for the year - - - - - (19,610) (19,610)

Total other comprehensive income - - 138,330 - 282 350 138,962

Total comprehensive income for the 
year - - 138,330 - 282 (19,260) 119,352

             

Balance as at 31 December 2016 288,765 28,876 144,420 - 282 29,112 491,455
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2G, 3G and 4G 

The “G” stands for Generation of mobile systems. Each 
generation is supposedly faster, more secure and more 
reliable. 

EBITDA

Earnings before taxes, interest and depreciation.

FTTx

Fiber to the x (FTTx) is a generic term for any broadband 
network architecture using optical fiber to provide connection 
to home. 

GSM/GPRS/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA+/LTE technologies

Different standards of data transfer that are noticeable for the 
mobile phone user mainly in a different data transfer rate.

Head-end

the control center of a television system where broadcast 
signals are received and distributed.

HLR

The home location register (HLR) is a central database that 
contains details of each mobile phone subscriber that is 
authorized to use the GSM core network.

ICT 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is a 
convergence of audio-visual and telephone networks with 
computer networks through a single cabling or link system.

IPTV

Internet Protocol television (IPTV) is the delivery of television 
content using signals based on the logical Internet protocol 
(IP), rather than through traditional terrestrial, satellite signal, 
and cable television formats.

ITIL

ITIL provides a framework of Best Practice guidance 
for IT Service Management. It focuses on the continual 
measurement and improvement of the quality of IT service 
delivered, from both a business and a customer perspective.

KPI

Key Performance Indicator evaluate the success of an 
organization or of a particular activity in which it engages.

Material topic

Topic that reflects a reporting organization’s significant 
economic, environmental and social impacts; or that 
substantively influences the assessments and decisions of 
stakeholders.

Mbps (Megabits per second)

Mbps is a measure of data transfer speed (a megabit is equal 
to one million bits).

NGN

A Next Generation Network is an open, standards-based, 
packetized infrastructure capable of efficiently supporting a 
wide range of applications and services.

SLA

A service-level agreement (SLA) is an agreement between 
two or more parties, where one is the customer and the 
others are service providers. This can be a legally binding 
formal or an informal “contract”.

SRAN (SingleRAN)

Single Radio Access Network (SRAN) allows mobile 
telecommunications operators to support multiple mobile 
communications standards and wireless telephone services 
on a single network.

Stakeholder

Entity or individual that can reasonably be expected to be 
significantly affected by the reporting organization’s activities, 
products and services, or whose actions can reasonably 
be expected to affect the ability of the organization to 
successfully implement its strategies and achieve its 
objectives.

TCO 

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is a financial estimate intended 
to help buyers and owners determine the direct and indirect 
costs of a product or system. 

TDM

Time Division Multiplexing is the transmission of information 
from several different sources using one common channel or 
signal.

Value chain

An organization’s value chain encompasses the activities that 
convert input into output by adding value. It includes entities 
with which the organization has a direct or indirect business 
relationship and which either (a) supply products or services 
that contribute to the organization’s own products or services, 
or (b) receive products or services from the organization.

Topic that reflects a reporting organization’s significant 
economic, environmental and social impacts; or that 
substantively influences the assessments and decisions of 
stakeholders.

VDSL 

Very high bit rate digital subscriber line (VDSL) is digital 
subscriber line (DSL) technology providing data transmission.

Forward-looking statements
This integrated report includes information and statements which are or may constitute forward-looking statements. 

These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts, statements regarding the Company’s 
intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the results of operations, financial condition, 
liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies of the Company and the industry in which the Company operates. However, 
whether actual results and developments will conform with our expectations and predictions is subject to a number of risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions. The Company cautions you that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future 
performance and that its actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity, and the development of the industry 
in which the Company operates may differ materially from those made in, implied or projected by, the forward-looking 
statements contained in this integrated report. The Company does not undertake any obligation, and does not expect, to 
review or confirm analyst expectations or estimates or to release publicly any revisions to any forward-looking statements to 
reflect events that occur or circumstances that arise after the date of this integrated report.

Analysys Mason
Figures, projections and market analysis from Analysys Mason which are contained in this integrated report are based on 
publicly available information only and are produced and published by the Research Division of Analysys Mason Limited 
independently of any client-specific work within Analysys Mason Limited. The opinions expressed in the Analysys Mason 
material cited herein are those of the relevant Analysys Mason report authors only. Analysys Mason Limited maintains that 
all reasonable care and skill have been used in the compilation of the publications and figures provided by Analysys Mason’s 
Research Division and cited in this document. However, Analysys Mason Limited shall not be under any liability for loss or 
damage (including consequential loss) whatsoever or howsoever arising as a result of the use of Analysys Mason publications, 
figures, projections or market analysis in this document, by Vivacom, its servants, agents, or any recipient of this document or 
any other third party.  The Analysys Mason figures and projections cited in this report are provided for information purposes 
only and are not a complete analysis of every material fact respecting any company, industry, security or investment. Analysys 
Mason figures and projections in this document are not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent 
judgment.  Analysys Mason may have issued, and may in the future issue, other communications that are inconsistent with, 
and reach different conclusions from, the Analysys Mason material cited in this document. Those communications reflect 
the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them and Analysys Mason is under 
no obligation to ensure that such other communications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this document. The 
Analysys Mason material presented in this document may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any 
purpose without the written permission of Analysys Mason Ltd.

6.3.   Dictionary of Terms and Definitions 6.4. Disclaimer
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